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General Description
The MAX15026 synchronous step-down controller oper-
ates from a 4.5V to 28V input voltage range and gener-
ates an adjustable output voltage from 85% of the input
voltage down to 0.6V while supporting loads up to 25A.
The device allows monotonic startup into a prebiased
bus without discharging the output and features adap-
tive internal digital soft-start.

The MAX15026 offers the ability to adjust the switching
frequency from 200kHz to 2MHz with an external resis-
tor. The MAX15026’s adaptive synchronous rectification
eliminates the need for an external freewheeling
Schottky diode. The device also utilizes the external
low-side MOSFET’s on-resistance as a current-sense
element, eliminating the need for a current-sense resis-
tor. This protects the DC-DC components from damage
during output overloaded conditions or output short-
circuit faults without requiring a current-sense resistor.
Hiccup-mode current limit reduces power dissipation
during short-circuit conditions. The MAX15026 includes
a power-good output and an enable input with precise
turn-on/turn-off threshold, which can be used for input
supply monitoring and for power sequencing.

Additional protection features include sink-mode cur-
rent limit and thermal shutdown.

Sink-mode current limit prevents reverse inductor cur-
rent from reaching dangerous levels when the device is
sinking current from the output.

The MAX15026 is available in a space-saving and ther-
mally enhanced 3mm x 3mm, 14-pin TDFN-EP pack-
age. The MAX15026 operates over the extended -40°C
to +85°C and automotive -40°C to +125°C temperature
ranges. 

The MAX15026C is designed to provide additional mar-
gin for break-before-make times.

The MAX15026B/MAX15026C provide a soft-stop 
feature to ramp down the output voltage at turn-off. The
soft-stop function is disabled in the MAX15026D.

Applications
Set-Top Boxes

LCD TV Secondary Supplies

Switches/Routers

Power Modules

DSP Power Supplies

Points-of-Load Regulators

Features
� 4.5V to 28V or 5V ±10% Input Supply Range
� 0.6V to (0.85 x VIN) Adjustable Output
� Adjustable 200kHz to 2MHz Switching Frequency
� Ability to Start into a Prebiased Load
� Lossless, Cycle-by-Cycle Valley Mode Current

Limit with Adjustable, Temperature-Compensated
Threshold

� Sink-Mode Current-Limit Protection
� Adaptive Internal Digital Soft-Start
� ±1% Accurate Voltage Reference
� Internal Boost Diode
� Adaptive Synchronous Rectification Eliminates

External Freewheeling Schottky Diode
� Hiccup-Mode Short-Circuit Protection
� Thermal Shutdown
� Power-Good Output and Enable Input for Power

Sequencing
� ±5% Accurate Enable Input Threshold
� AEC-Q100 Qualified (MAX15026B)
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Pin Configuration

Ordering Information
PART TEMP RANGE PIN-PACKAGE

MAX15026BETD+ -40°C to +85°C 14 TDFN-EP*

MAX15026BETD/V+T -40°C to +85°C 14 TDFN-EP*

MAX15026CETD+ -40°C to +85°C 14 TDFN-EP*

MAX15026BATD+ -40°C to +125°C 14 TDFN-EP*

MAX15026CATD+ -40°C to +125°C 14 TDFN-EP*

MAX15026DATD+ -40°C to +125°C 14 TDFN-EP*
+Denotes a lead(Pb)-free/RoHS-compliant package.
*EP = Exposed pad. T = Tape and reel.
/V denotes an automotive qualified part.
MAX15026D recommended for new designs.

概述
MAX15026同步降压控制器工作在4.5V至28V输入电压范
围内，可产生调节范围为输入电压的85%到低至0.6V的输
出电压，支持高达25A的负载电流。器件允许单调启动至
预偏置而不对输出放电，并具有自适应的内部数字软启动
功能。

MAX15026可通过外部电阻在200kHz至2MHz范围内调节
开关频率。MAX15026的自适应同步整流无需外部续流肖
特基二极管。该器件用外部低边MOSFET的导通电阻作
为电流检测元件，省去了电流检测电阻。这样无需检流
电阻即可在输出过载或输出短路故障情况下保护DC-DC
元件不受损坏。打嗝模式限流降低了短路情况下的功耗。
MAX15026包括一个电源就绪输出和一个具有精确开启/关
断门限的使能输入，可用于输入电源监测和电源排序。

其它保护功能包括吸电流模式限流及热关断。

当器件从输出吸电流时，吸电流模式限流功能可防止反向
电感电流达到危险值。

MAX15026采用节省空间且增强散热的3mm x 3mm、14
引脚TDFN-EP封装。MAX15026工作在-40°C至+85°C扩展
级温度范围以及-40°C至+125°C汽车级温度范围。

MAX15026C设计提供额外的先断后通时间裕量。

MAX15026B/MAX15026C设计提供软停止功能，在关断

时缓降输出电压。MAX15026D无软停止功能。

应用

特性
●● 4.5V至28V或5V●±10%输入电压范围
●● 0.6V至(0.85●x●VIN)可调输出
●● 200kHz至2MHz可调开关频率
●● 可启动至预偏置负载
●● 具有可调温度补偿门限的无损、逐周期、谷电流模式
限流

●● 吸电流模式限流保护
●● 自适应的内部数字软启动
 ● ±1%精度的电压基准
●● 内部自举二极管
●● 自适应同步整流无需外部续流肖特基二极管
●● 打嗝模式短路保护
●● 热关断
●● 电源就绪输出及使能输入用于电源排序
 ● ±5%精度的使能输入门限

定购信息

+表示无铅(Pb)/符合RoHS标准的封装。
*EP = 裸焊盘。T = 卷带包装。 
/V表示通过汽车标准认证的器件。 
新设计推荐使用MAX15026D。 
 

器件 温度范围 引脚-封装
MAX15026BETD+ -40°C至+85°C 14 TQFN-EP*
MAX15026BETD/V+T -40°C至+85°C 14 TQFN-EP*
MAX15026CETD+ -40°C至+85°C 14 TQFN-EP*
MAX15026BATD+ -40°C至+125°C 14 TQFN-EP*
MAX15026CATD+ -40°C至+125°C 14 TQFN-EP*
MAX15026DATD+ -40°C至+125°C 14 TQFN-EP*

备有评估板

本文是英文数据资料的译文，文中可能存在翻译上的不准确或错误。如需进一步确认，请在您的设计中参考英文资料。
有关价格、供货及订购信息，请联络Maxim亚洲销售中心：10800●852●1249●(北中国区)，10800●152●1249●(南中国区)，
或访问Maxim的中文网站：www.maximintegrated.com/cn。
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 ● 机顶盒
 ● 用于LCD TV的二次变换电源
 ● 交换机/路由器
 ● 电源模块
 ● DSP电源
 ● 负载点稳压器

MAX15026

低成本、小尺寸、4.5V至28V宽工作范围的 
DC-DC同步buck控制器

引脚配置

http://www.maximintegrated.com/cn
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(VIN = 12V, RRT = 27kΩ, RLIM = 30kΩ, CVCC = 4.7µF, CIN = 1µF, TA = -40°C to +85°C (MAX15026B/CETD+, MAX15026BETD/V+), 
TA = TJ = -40°C to +125°C (MAX15026B/C/DATD+), unless otherwise noted. Typical values are at TA = +25°C.) (Note 2)

Stresses beyond those listed under “Absolute Maximum Ratings” may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated in the operational sections of the specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 1: Dissipation wattage values are based on still air with no heatsink. Actual maximum power dissipation is a function of heat
extraction technique and may be substantially higher. Package thermal resistances were obtained using the method
described in JEDEC specification JESD51-7, using a four-layer board. For detailed information on package thermal consid-
erations, refer to www.maximintegrated.com/thermal-tutorial.

IN to GND...............................................................-0.3V to +30V
BST to GND............................................................-0.3V to +36V
LX to GND .................................................................-1V to +30V
EN to GND................................................................-0.3V to +6V
PGOOD to GND .....................................................-0.3V to +30V
BST to LX..................................................................-0.3V to +6V
DH to LX ...............................................….-0.3V to (VBST + 0.3V)
DRV to GND .............................................................-0.3V to +6V
DL to GND ................................................-0.3V to (VDRV + 0.3V)
VCC to GND...............-0.3V to the lower of +6V and (VIN + 0.3V)
All Other Pins to GND.................................-0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V)
VCC Short Circuit to GND...........................................Continuous

DRV Input Current.............................................................600mA
PGOOD Sink Current ............................................................5mA
Continuous Power Dissipation (TA = +70°C) (Note 1)

14-Pin TDFN-EP, Multilayer Board
(derate 24.4mW/°C above +70°C)..............................1951mW

Operating Temperature Range 
MAX15026B/CETD+, MAX15026BETD/V+.......-40°C to +85°C
MAX15026B/C/DATD+ ...................................-40°C to +125°C

Junction Temperature ......................................................+150°C
Storage Temperature Range .............................-60°C to +150°C
Lead Temperature (soldering, 10s) .................................+300°C
Soldering Temperature (reflow) .......................................+260°C

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS

GENERAL

4.5 28
Input Voltage Range VIN

VIN = VCC = VDRV 4.5 5.5
V

Quiescent Supply Current VFB = 0.9V, no switching 1.75 2.75 mA

Shutdown Supply Current IIN_SBY EN = GND 290 500 µA

Enable to Output Delay 480 µs

VCC High to Output Delay EN = VCC 375 µs

VCC REGULATOR

6V < VIN < 28V, ILOAD = 25mA
Output Voltage VCC

VIN = 12V, 1mA < ILOAD < 70mA
5.0 5.25 5.5 V

VCC Regulator Dropout VIN = 4.5V, ILOAD = 70mA 0.28 V

VCC Short-Circuit Output Current VIN = 5V 100 200 300 mA

VCC Undervoltage Lockout VCC_UVLO VCC rising 3.8 4.0 4.2 V

VCC Undervoltage Lockout
Hysteresis

400 mV

ERROR AMPLIFIER (FB, COMP)

FB Input Voltage Set-Point VFB 585 591 597 mV

FB Input Bias Current IFB VFB = 0.6V -250 +250 nA

FB to COMP Transconductance gM ICOMP = ±20µA 600 1200 1800 µS

Amplifier Open-Loop Gain 80 dB

Amplifier Unity-Gain Bandwidth Capacitor from COMP to GND = 50pF 4 MHz

VCOMP-RAMP Minimum Voltage 160 mV

COMP Source/Sink Current ICOMP VCOMP = 1.4V 50 80 110 µA

Electrical Characteristics
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Range, DC-DC Synchronous Buck Controller

3Maxim Integrated

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS

ENABLE (EN)

EN Input High VEN_H VEN rising 1.14 1.20 1.26 V

EN Input Low VEN_L VEN falling 0.997 1.05 1.103 V

EN Input Leakage Current ILEAK_EN VEN = 5.5V -1 +1 µA

OSCILLATOR

Switching Frequency fSW RRT = 27kΩ 540 600 660 kHz

1MHz Switching Frequency RRT = 15.7kΩ 0.9 1 1.1 MHz

2MHz Switching Frequency RRT = 7.2kΩ 1.8 2.0 2.4 MHz

Switching Frequency Adjustment
Range (Note 3)

200 2000 kHz

RT Voltage VRT 1.19 1.205 1.22 V

PWM Ramp Peak-to-Peak
Amplitude

VRAMP 1.8 V

PWM Ramp Valley VVALLEY 0.8 V

Minimum Controllable On-Time 65 100 ns

Maximum Duty Cycle fSW = 600kHz 85 88 %

Minimum Low-Side On-Time RRT = 15.7kΩ 75 110 150 ns

OUTPUT DRIVERS/DRIVER SUPPLY (DRV)

DRV Undervoltage Lockout VDRV_UVLO VDRV rising 4.0 4.2 4.4 V

DRV Undervoltage Lockout
Hysteresis

400 mV

Low, sinking 100mA, VBST = 5V 1 3
DH On-Resistance

High, sourcing 100mA, VBST = 5V 1.5 4.5
Ω

Low, sinking 100mA, VBST = 5.2V 1 3
DL On-Resistance

High, sourcing 100mA, VBST = 5.2V 1.5 4.5
Ω

Sinking 4
DH Peak Current CLOAD = 10nF

Sourcing 3
A

Sinking 4
DL Peak Current CLOAD = 10nF

Sourcing 3
A

DH/DL Break-Before-Make Time DH at 1V (falling) to DL at 1V (rising) 10 (18, Note 5) ns

DL/DH Break-Before-Make Time DL at 1V (falling) to DH at 1V (rising) 10 (20, Note 6) ns

SOFT-START

Soft-Start Duration 2048
Switching

Cycles

Reference Voltage Steps 64 Steps

CURRENT LIMIT/HICCUP

Current-Limit Threshold
Adjustment Range

Cycle-by-cycle valley current-limit
threshold adjustment range
valley limit = VLIM/10

30 300 mV

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
(VIN = 12V, RRT = 27kΩ, RLIM = 30kΩ, CVCC = 4.7µF, CIN = 1µF, TA = -40°C to +85°C (MAX15026B/CETD+, MAX15026BETD/V+), 
TA = TJ = -40°C to +125°C (MAX15026B/C/DATD+), unless otherwise noted. Typical values are at TA = +25°C.) (Note 2)
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Electrical Characteristics (continued)

MAX15026
Low-Cost, Small, 4.5V to 28V Wide Operating
Range, DC-DC Synchronous Buck Controller

4 Maxim Integrated

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS

LIM Reference Current ILIM VLIM = 0.3V to 3V (Note 4) 45 50 55 µA

LIM Reference Current Tempco VLIM = 0.3V to 3V 2300 ppm/°C

Number of Consecutive Current-
Limit Events to Hiccup

7 Events

Soft-Start Timeout 4096
Switching

Cycles

Soft-Start Restart Timeout 8192
Switching

Cycles

Hiccup Timeout Out of soft-start 4096
Switching

Cycles

Peak Low-Side Sink Current
Limit

Sink limit = 1.5V, RLIM = 30kΩ (Note 4) 75 mV

BOOST

Boost Switch Resistance VIN = VCC = 5V, IBST = 10mA 3 8 Ω

POWER-GOOD OUTPUT

PGOOD Threshold Rising 90 94.5 97.5 % VFB

PGOOD Threshold Falling 88 92 94.5 %VFB

PGOOD Output Leakage ILEAK_PGD VIN = VPGOOD = 28V, VEN = 5V, VFB = 1V -1 +1 µA

PGOOD Output Low Voltage VPGOOD_L IPGOOD = 2mA, EN = GND 0.4 V

THERMAL SHUTDOWN

Thermal-Shutdown Threshold Temperature rising +150 °C

Thermal-Shutdown Hysteresis Temperature falling 20 °C

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
(VIN = 12V, RRT = 27kΩ, RLIM = 30kΩ, CVCC = 4.7µF, CIN = 1µF, TA = -40°C to +85°C (MAX15026B/CETD+, MAX15026BETD/V+), 
TA = TJ = -40°C to +125°C (MAX15026B/C/DATD+), unless otherwise noted. Typical values are at TA = +25°C.) (Note 2)

Note 2: All devices are 100% tested at room temperature and guaranteed by design over the specified temperature range.

Note 3: Select RRT as: where fSW is in Hertz.

Note 4: TA = +25°C.
Note 5: 10ns for MAX15026B, 18ns for the MAX15026C/D.
Note 6: 10ns for MAX15026B, 20ns for the MAX15026C/D.
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EFFICIENCY vs. LOAD CURRENT 
 (MAX15026B/C)
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Typical Operating Characteristics
(VIN = 12V, TA = +25°C. The following TOCs are for MAX15026B/C/D, unless otherwise noted.) (See the circuit of Figure 5.)
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Typical Operating Characteristics (continued)
(VIN = 12V, TA = +25°C. The following TOCs are for MAX15026B/C/D, unless otherwise noted.) (See the circuit of Figure 5.)
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引脚 名称 功能

1 IN 调节器的输入。采用一只最小值为1μF的陶瓷电容将IN旁路至GND。工作于5V ±10%电源时，连接IN至VCC。

2 VCC
5.25V线性稳压器输出。当VCC为DRV提供驱动电流时，使用最小值为4.7μF的低ESR陶瓷电容将VCC旁路至
GND，以确保最大额定电流下的稳定性。当VCC为器件提供核静态电流时，使用最小值为2.2μF的陶瓷电容将
VCC旁路至GND。

3 PGOOD 漏极开路的电源就绪输出。采用外部电阻将PGOOD上拉至任意电源电压。

4 EN 高电平有效的使能输入。连接EN至GND时，关断输出。连接EN至VCC时，保持正常工作。EN可用于电源排序
以及UVLO调节输入。

5 LIM 限流调节。在LIM和GND之间连接一个电阻，在30mV  (RLIM = 6kΩ)至300mV  (RLIM = 60kΩ)范围内调节限流
门限。参见设置谷电流门限部分。

6 COMP 补偿输入。将补偿网络连接至COMP和FB之间或COMP和GND之间。参见补偿部分。

7 FB 反馈输入。将FB连接至输出和GND之间的电阻分压器，在0.6V与(0.85 x 输入电压)范围之间调节输出电压。请
参见设置输出电压部分。

8 RT 振荡器定时电阻输入。在RT至GND之间连接一个电阻，在200kHz至2MHz范围内设置振荡器频率。参见设置
开关频率部分。

9 GND 地。

10 DRV 驱动电源电压。DRV内部连接至内部自举二极管的阳极。使用最小值为2.2μF的陶瓷电容将DRV旁路至GND 
(参见典型应用电路)。

11 DL 低边栅极驱动器输出。DL电压在DRV电压至GND之间摆动。在UVLO过程中，DL为低。

12 BST 自举飞电容连接。在BST和LX之间连接至少100nF的陶瓷电容。

13 LX 外部电感连接。将LX连接至电感的开关侧。LX用作高边栅极驱动器的低电源轨，也作为同步MOSFET的漏极
至源极电压降的检测输入。

14 DH 高边栅极驱动器输出。DH电压在LX电压至BST电压之间摆动。在UVLO过程中，DH为低。

— EP 裸焊盘。内部连接至GND。将EP连接至在GND的大面积覆铜层以提高散热性能。勿要将EP用作唯一的GND接
地连接。
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详细说明
MAX15026同步降压控制器工作在4.5V至28V输入电压范
围内，可产生调节范围为输入电压的85%到低至0.6V的输
出电压，支持高达25A的负载电流。只要器件的电源电压
处于5.0V至5.5V范围内，输入电源总线(VIN)可低至3.3V。

MAX15026可通过外部电阻在200kHz至2MHz的范围内调
节开关频率。可调节的开关频率为选择无源元件提供设
计灵活性。MAX15026具有自适应同步整流功能，省去了
外部续流肖特基二极管并提高了效率。该器件用外部低边
MOSFET的导通电阻作为电流检测元件。限流门限电压可
通过电阻独立设置，范围为30mV至300mV，并且已进行
温度补偿，从而降低了MOSFET的RDS(ON)随温度变化的
影响。该检流方案无需外部检流电阻，可在输出过载或输
出短路故障情况下保护外部元件不受损坏。打嗝模式限流
降低了短路情况下的功耗。MAX15026包括一个电源就绪
输出和一个具有精确开启/关断门限的使能输入，可用于输
入电源监测和电源排序。

MAX15026还具有内部数字软启动，允许预偏置启动，而
无需进行输出放电。当预偏置电压超过了预设的稳态调节
电压时，数字软启动功能使用吸收限流来防止调节器吸入
过多的电流。当调节器从输出吸入电流时，数字软启动功
能可避免同步整流MOSFET和高边MOSFET的体二极管流
过危险的电流。当结温达到+150°C时，MAX15026关断，
以防止损坏器件。

DC-DC●PWM控制器
MAX15026降压控制器采用PWM电压模式控制方案(参见
功能框图)。控制环路补偿为外部补偿，这在选择工作频率
和输出LC滤波器组件方面提供最大的灵活性。内部跨导误
差放大器在COMP引脚处产生一个积分误差电压，有助于
提供更高的直流精度。COMP引脚处的电压通过PWM比
较器和斜坡发生器调节占空比。在其内部时钟的上升沿，
高边n沟道MOSFET开启，直到达到合适的占空比或到达
最大占空比。在高边MOSFET开启期间，电感电流会斜坡
上升。在开关周期的后半阶段，高边MOSFET关断，低边

n沟道MOSFET开启。此时，电感电流斜坡下降，释放储
存的能量，同时向输出端提供电流。在过载条件下，当电
感电流超过所选的谷电流限流门限(请参见限流电路(LIM)
部分)时，高边MOSFET不会在随后的时钟上升沿处开启，
而低边MOSFET则会保持导通以使电感电流斜坡下降。

内部5.2V线性稳压器
内部线性稳压器(VCC)为内部功能和低边MOSFET驱动器提
供标称为5.25V电源。采用外部5V ±10%电源电压时，可
将IN与VCC连接到一起。稳压器最大输入电压(VIN)为28V。
采用1μF的陶瓷电容将IN旁路至GND。同时采用4.7μF的
陶瓷电容将线性稳压器的输出(VCC)旁路至GND。VCC压
降通常为125mV。因此当VIN大于5.5V时，VCC为5.25V。
MAX15026还带有欠压锁定电路，该电路可在VCC低于
3.6V (典型值)时关闭内部线性稳压器。400mV的UVLO滞
回可防止在上电/断电时出现抖动。

内部VCC线性稳压器可为IC提供高达70mA的电流，用于低
边栅极驱动器供电、对外部自举电容充电以及为一定的外
部负载供电。可向外部负载提供的电流取决于MOSFET栅
极驱动所消耗的电流。

例如，开关工作频率为600kHz时，总栅极电荷为18nC的单 
个MOSFET (VGS = 5V时)需要的驱动电流为(18nC x 600kHz) 
= 11mA。内部控制电路消耗的电流为5mA (最大值)，因此，
可用于外部负载的电流为：

(70 - (2 x 11) - 5)mA = 43mA

MOSFET栅极驱动器(DH、DL)
DH和DL驱动器经过优化用于驱动大尺寸n沟道功率
MOSFET。正常工作状态下启动后，DL低边驱动器的波形
始终与DH高边驱动器的波形保持互补(受控死区时间能够
防止穿通或直通)。自适应死区电路监测DH和DL输出，并
防止在一个MOSFET完全断开之前，对应侧的MOSFET导
通。因此，该电路只允许在DL栅极驱动器关断时开启高边
驱动器。同样，它也可以避免低边(DL)驱动器在DH栅极驱
动器关断之前开启。
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驱动器的自适应死区控制能够在使用不同MOSFET时保证
无直通工作，大大降低了延迟时间，保持较高的转换效率。
为了确保自适应死区检测电路正常工作，从DL和DH驱动
器到MOSFET栅极之间必须保持低电阻、低电感路径。否
则，如果栅极放电通路存在较大的寄生电阻，检测电路会
在MOSFET的VGS仍然很高时误以为MOSFET栅极已关断。
须使用短且宽的走线，使寄生电阻降至最小。

同步整流中利用低阻MOSFET开关代替常用的低边肖特基
续流二极管，降低了传导损耗。采用RDS(ON)为1Ω (典型值)、
内部下拉的晶体管将DL可靠地驱动到低电平。LX节点快
速上升期间，由于低边同步整流MOSFET的漏极到栅极之
间存在耦合电容，低导通电阻有助于防止DL上拉。

高边栅极驱动电源(BST)和内部升压开关
闭合BST和DH之间的内部开关可将栅极驱动信号提升到
VIN以上，为高边MOSFET的导通提供了必要的栅-源电压。
BST和LX之间连接的自举电容可在高边MOSFET导通期间
保持栅极驱动器两端的电压。

当高边MOSFET断开，LX节点电压达到地电位时，将补充
自举电容由于提供栅极电荷而失去的电荷。当LX节点为低
电平时，VDRV和BST之间连接的内部高压开关会将自举电
容重新充电。参考应用信息中的自举电容，以选择适当的
自举电容。

使能输入(EN)、软启动和软停止
驱动EN至高电平，开启MAX15026。然后，通过逐步
提高误差放大器的基准电压使能软启动过程。软启动斜
坡的持续时间为2048个开关周期，分辨率为稳态调节电
压的1/64，从而平稳地提升输出电压。EN引脚的逻辑低
电平将启动软停止过程，逐步降低误差放大器的基准电

压。软停止过程完成后，关断MOSFET驱动器，参见图1。
MAX15026D无软停止功能。 

将EN连接至VCC，将始终保持开启状态。由于EN具有精确
的通、断控制门限，可将EN用作UVLO可调输入，或用来
配合PGOOD输出提供电源排序。

在软启动过程中，当电流达到谷电流门限时，MAX15026
会调节至输出阻抗乘以电感电流门限值并在4096个时钟周
期后关闭。当在大的容性负载下启动时，浪涌电流不会超
出电流门限值。如果软启动在4096个时钟周期之前没有完
成，则器件关闭。器件在重试软启动之前的8192个时钟周
期内保持关闭。该操作允许自适应调节软启动时间，在对
输出电容充电的过程中保持电感电流不会超过极限值。

电源就绪指示(PGOOD_)
MAX15026包含了一个电源就绪指示比较器，用于监控调
节器的输出电压并检测电源就绪门限，即固定为FB电压的
94.5%。PGOOD为开漏输出，需要外部上拉电阻。为低
电平时，PGOOD输出可以吸入最高2mA的电流。 

当调节器输出上升到其标称稳压值的94.5%时，PGOOD
置为高电平(高阻态)；当调节器输出电压低于其标称稳
压值的92%时，PGOOD将变为低电平。打嗝超时阶段，
PGOOD触发为低电平。

启动到预偏置输出
当MAX15026启动进入预偏置输出时，DH和DL会保持关
断，使转换器不会从输出吸入电流。DH/DL会停止开关操
作，直到PWM比较器发出第一个PWM脉冲。当斜坡上升
的基准电压增至FB电压以上时，将会产生第一个PWM脉
冲。
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当电感电流流向负载时，并且在低边MOSFET导通期间LX
电位低于GND时，谷电流限制才起作用。在低边MOSFET
导通阶段的末期，如果电流检测信号幅度超过谷电流门限，
MAX15026将不会启动新的PWM周期，而是在下一周期
降低电感电流。该控制器还降低内部基准电压，所以控制
器可找到由限流值和短路电阻决定的调节点。这种情况下，
控制器用作恒流源。该方法大大降低了短路情况下的电感
纹波电流，从而可降低电感尺寸限制，以及降低出现可闻
噪声的可能性。超时过后，器件进入打嗝模式。一旦短路
情况消失，内部基准电压软启动恢复至正常基准电压并且
继续调节。

限流电路(LIM)
限流电路使用谷电流和吸入电流检测算法，该算法将低边
MOSFET的导通电阻用作检流元件，无需使用昂贵的检流
电阻。限流电路具有温度补偿，可以在整个温度范围内跟
踪MOSFET导通电阻的变化。限流门限可通过LIM处的外
部电阻调节，能够配合各种具有不同导通电阻的MOSFET
工作(请参考设置谷电流门限部分)。谷电流门限的调节
范围为30mV至300mV，对应电阻为6kΩ至60kΩ。低边
MOSFET两端的谷电流门限恰好等于LIM引脚电压的1/10，
而吸入电流门限则为LIM引脚电压的1/20。 

图1. MAX15023详细的上电/断电顺序
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Current-Limit Circuit (LIM)
The current-limit circuit employs a valley and sink cur-
rent-sensing algorithm that uses the on-resistance of
the low-side MOSFET as a current-sensing element, to
eliminate costly sense resistors. The current-limit circuit
is also temperature compensated to track the on-resis-
tance variation of the MOSFET over temperature. The
current limit is adjustable with an external resistor at
LIM, and accommodates MOSFETs with a wide range
of on-resistance characteristics (see the Setting the
Valley Current Limit section). The adjustment range is
from 30mV to 300mV for the valley current limit, corre-
sponding to resistor values of 6kΩ to 60kΩ. The valley
current-limit threshold across the low-side MOSFET is
precisely 1/10th of the voltage at LIM, while the sink
current-limit threshold is 1/20th of the voltage at LIM.

Valley current limit acts when the inductor current flows
towards the load, and LX is more negative than GND
during the low-side MOSFET on-time. If the magnitude
of current-sense signal exceeds the valley current-limit
threshold at the end of the low-side MOSFET on-time,
the MAX15026 does not initiate a new PWM cycle and
lets the inductor current decay in the next cycle. The
controller also rolls back the internal reference voltage
so that the controller finds a regulation point deter-
mined by the current-limit value and the resistance of
the short. In this manner, the controller acts as a con-
stant current source. This method greatly reduces
inductor ripple current during the short event, which
reduces inductor sizing restrictions, and reduces the
possibility for audible noise. After a timeout, the device
goes into hiccup mode. Once the short is removed, the
internal reference voltage soft-starts back up to the nor-
mal reference voltage and regulation continues.

VCC

B C D E

2048 CLK
CYCLES

2048 CLK
CYCLES

F G H IAUVLO

EN

VOUT

DAC_VREF

DH

DL

UVLO
Undervoltage threshold value is provided in
the Electrical Characteristics table.

Internal 5.25V linear regulator output.
Active-high enable input. 

Regulator output voltage.

Regulator internal soft-start and soft-stop signal.
Regulator high-side gate-driver output.

Regulator low-side gate-driver output.

VCC rising while below the UVLO threshold.
EN is low.

VCC

EN
VOUT

DAC_VREF

DH

DL

A

SYMBOL DEFINITION

B VCC is higher than the UVLO threshold. EN is low.

EN is pulled high. DH and DL start switching.
Normal operation.

VCC drops below UVLO.

VCC goes above the UVLO threshold. DH and DL
start switching. Normal operation.

EN is pulled low. VOUT enters soft-stop.

EN is pulled high. DH and DL start switching. 
Normal operation.

VCC drops below UVLO.

C

D
E

F

G

H

I

SYMBOL DEFINITION

Figure 1. Power-On/-Off Sequencing for MAX15026B/C.
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应用信息
有效输入电压范围
尽管MAX15026控制器能够工作在高达28V的输入电源，
并可将其降压至0.6V。最小电压转换比(VOUT/VIN)受限于
最低导通时间。为了保持正常的固定频率PWM操作，电
压转换比应符合下列条件：

其中，tON(MIN)为125ns；fSW为开关频率，单位为Hz。如
果所要求的转换电压不能满足以上条件，则会发生跳脉冲，
以降低有效的占空比。为了避免这一现象的发生，可降低
开关频率或降低输入电压VIN。

最大电压转换比由最大占空比(Dmax)决定：

其中，VDROP1是电感放电通路的寄生电阻压降之和，其中
包括同步整流器、电感和PCB电阻。VDROP2是充电通路电
阻压降之和，其中包括高边开关、电感和PCB电阻。设计
中，应满足上述条件并留有足够裕量，以得到较好的负载
瞬态响应。

设置输出电压
通过在输出和FB到GND之间连接电阻分压器，可以设置
MAX15026的输出电压(见图2)。在1kΩ和50kΩ之间选择
R2，利用下式计算R1：

其中，VFB为0.591V (请参考Electrical Characteristics表)，
VOUT介于0.591V到(0.85 x VIN)之间。电阻R1也在III类补偿
网络设计中起作用。如果采用III类补偿网络(参见III类补偿
网络(见图4)部分)，应确保按照III类补偿网络检验R1与R2的
电阻值。

当LX电压高于GND时，吸入电流限制也可通过监控低边
MOSFET两端的压降实现。在低边MOSFET导通期间，如
果低边MOSFET两端的压降超过了LIM引脚电压的1/20，
则会关断低边MOSFET，电感电流将从输出通过高边
MOSFET的体二极管返回。使能吸入限流时，DH和DL开
关顺序不再为互补关系。

请务必遵守PCB布局指南，以确保噪声及直流误差不会破
坏LX和GND端的电流检测信号。采用短的、直接走线将
MAX15026安装至靠近低边MOSFET的位置，采用开尔文
检测连接方式，以使布线阻抗不会增加至低边MOSFET的
检流阻抗。

打嗝模式过流保护
在较长的短路期间或深度过载情况下，打嗝模式过流保护
能够降低功耗。三位计数器在每个达到谷电流限流门限的
开关操作中递增。并且在未达到门限的开关操作中递减，
直至归零(000)时停止。如果谷电流限流条件一直存在，则
计数器将累积至111 (7次动作后)。在开始新的软启动顺序
之前，MAX15026就会停止DL和DH驱动器并等待4096个
开关周期(打嗝超时延迟)。软启动期间，打嗝模式保护电
路保持有效工作状态。

欠压锁定
MAX15026使用内部欠压锁定(UVLO)电路监控VCC电压。
UVLO电路能够避免MAX15026在VCC电压低于VUVLO时工
作。UVLO门限为4V，400mV的滞回可防止电源电压在上
升/下降沿时出现抖动。器件处于欠压锁定期间，DL和DH
会保持低电平，禁止开关操作。

热过载保护
MAX15026的热过载保护能够限制总体功耗，当器件结温
超过+150°C时，片上温度传感器会关断器件，并把DL和
DH强制为低电平，从而使器件冷却。结温降低20°C后，
温度传感器将再次启动器件工作。热关断期间，调节器将
处于关断状态，软启动复位。LDO稳压器的耗散功率以及
DH/DL过大的驱动损耗都会触发热过载保护。因此，需要
充分估计总体功耗(请参考功耗部分)，以免在正常工作时
触发不必要的热过载保护。
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Sink current limit is implemented by monitoring the volt-
age drop across the low-side MOSFET when LX is more
positive than GND. When the voltage drop across the
low-side MOSFET exceeds 1/20th of the voltage at LIM
at any time during the low-side MOSFET on-time, the
low-side MOSFET turns off, and the inductor current
flows from the output through the body diode of the high-
side MOSFET. When the sink current limit activates, the
DH/DL switching sequence is no longer complementary.

Carefully observe the PCB layout guidelines to ensure
that noise and DC errors do not corrupt the current-
sense signals at LX and GND. Mount the MAX15026
close to the low-side MOSFET with short, direct traces
making a Kelvin-sense connection so that trace resis-
tance does not add to the intended sense resistance of
the low-side MOSFET.

Hiccup-Mode Overcurrent Protection
Hiccup-mode overcurrent protection reduces power dis-
sipation during prolonged short-circuit or deep overload
conditions. An internal three-bit counter counts up on
each switching cycle when the valley current-limit
threshold is reached. The counter counts down on each
switching cycle when the threshold is not reached, and
stops at zero (000). The counter reaches 111 (= 7
events) when the valley mode current-limit condition
persists. The MAX15026 stops both DL and DH drivers
and waits for 4096 switching cycles (hiccup timeout
delay) before attempting a new soft-start sequence. The
hiccup-mode protection remains active during the soft-
start time.

Undervoltage Lockout
The MAX15026 provides an internal undervoltage lockout
(UVLO) circuit to monitor the voltage on VCC. The UVLO
circuit prevents the MAX15026 from operating when VCC
is lower than VUVLO. The UVLO threshold is 4V, with
400mV hysteresis to prevent chattering on the rising/falling
edge of the supply voltage. DL and DH stay low to inhibit
switching when the device is in undervoltage lockout.

Thermal-Overload Protection
Thermal-overload protection limits total power dissipation
in the MAX15026. When the junction temperature of the
device exceeds +150°C, an on-chip thermal sensor shuts
down the device, forcing DL and DH low, allowing the
device to cool. The thermal sensor turns the device on
again after the junction temperature cools by 20°C. The
regulator shuts down and soft-start resets during thermal
shutdown. Power dissipation in the LDO regulator and
excessive driving losses at DH/DL trigger thermal-over-
load protection. Carefully evaluate the total power dissi-
pation (see the Power Dissipation section) to avoid

unwanted triggering of the thermal-overload protection in
normal operation.

Applications Information
Effective Input Voltage Range

The MAX15026 operates from input supplies up to 28V
and regulates down to 0.6V. The minimum voltage con-
version ratio (VOUT/VIN) is limited by the minimum con-
trollable on-time. For proper fixed-frequency PWM
operation, the voltage conversion ratio must obey the
following condition,

where tON(MIN) is 125ns and fSW is the switching fre-
quency in Hertz. Pulse-skipping occurs to decrease the
effective duty cycle when the desired voltage conver-
sion does not meet the above condition. Decrease the
switching frequency or lower VIN to avoid pulse skipping.

The maximum voltage conversion ratio is limited by the
maximum duty cycle (Dmax):

where VDROP1 is the sum of the parasitic voltage drops
in the inductor discharge path, including synchronous
rectifier, inductor, and PCB resistance. VDROP2 is the
sum of the resistance in the charging path, including
high-side switch, inductor, and PCB resistance. In
practice, provide adequate margin to the above condi-
tions for good load-transient response.

Setting the Output Voltage
Set the MAX15026 output voltage by connecting a
resistive divider from the output to FB to GND (Figure
2). Select R2 from between 1kΩ and 50kΩ. Calculate
R1 with the following equation:

where VFB = 0.591V (see the Electrical Characteristics
table) and VOUT can range from 0.591V to (0.85 x VIN).

Resistor R1 also plays a role in the design of the Type III
compensation network. Review the values of R1 and R2
when using a Type III compensation network (see the
Type III Compensation Network (See Figure 4) section).
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Sink current limit is implemented by monitoring the volt-
age drop across the low-side MOSFET when LX is more
positive than GND. When the voltage drop across the
low-side MOSFET exceeds 1/20th of the voltage at LIM
at any time during the low-side MOSFET on-time, the
low-side MOSFET turns off, and the inductor current
flows from the output through the body diode of the high-
side MOSFET. When the sink current limit activates, the
DH/DL switching sequence is no longer complementary.

Carefully observe the PCB layout guidelines to ensure
that noise and DC errors do not corrupt the current-
sense signals at LX and GND. Mount the MAX15026
close to the low-side MOSFET with short, direct traces
making a Kelvin-sense connection so that trace resis-
tance does not add to the intended sense resistance of
the low-side MOSFET.

Hiccup-Mode Overcurrent Protection
Hiccup-mode overcurrent protection reduces power dis-
sipation during prolonged short-circuit or deep overload
conditions. An internal three-bit counter counts up on
each switching cycle when the valley current-limit
threshold is reached. The counter counts down on each
switching cycle when the threshold is not reached, and
stops at zero (000). The counter reaches 111 (= 7
events) when the valley mode current-limit condition
persists. The MAX15026 stops both DL and DH drivers
and waits for 4096 switching cycles (hiccup timeout
delay) before attempting a new soft-start sequence. The
hiccup-mode protection remains active during the soft-
start time.

Undervoltage Lockout
The MAX15026 provides an internal undervoltage lockout
(UVLO) circuit to monitor the voltage on VCC. The UVLO
circuit prevents the MAX15026 from operating when VCC
is lower than VUVLO. The UVLO threshold is 4V, with
400mV hysteresis to prevent chattering on the rising/falling
edge of the supply voltage. DL and DH stay low to inhibit
switching when the device is in undervoltage lockout.

Thermal-Overload Protection
Thermal-overload protection limits total power dissipation
in the MAX15026. When the junction temperature of the
device exceeds +150°C, an on-chip thermal sensor shuts
down the device, forcing DL and DH low, allowing the
device to cool. The thermal sensor turns the device on
again after the junction temperature cools by 20°C. The
regulator shuts down and soft-start resets during thermal
shutdown. Power dissipation in the LDO regulator and
excessive driving losses at DH/DL trigger thermal-over-
load protection. Carefully evaluate the total power dissi-
pation (see the Power Dissipation section) to avoid

unwanted triggering of the thermal-overload protection in
normal operation.

Applications Information
Effective Input Voltage Range

The MAX15026 operates from input supplies up to 28V
and regulates down to 0.6V. The minimum voltage con-
version ratio (VOUT/VIN) is limited by the minimum con-
trollable on-time. For proper fixed-frequency PWM
operation, the voltage conversion ratio must obey the
following condition,

where tON(MIN) is 125ns and fSW is the switching fre-
quency in Hertz. Pulse-skipping occurs to decrease the
effective duty cycle when the desired voltage conver-
sion does not meet the above condition. Decrease the
switching frequency or lower VIN to avoid pulse skipping.

The maximum voltage conversion ratio is limited by the
maximum duty cycle (Dmax):

where VDROP1 is the sum of the parasitic voltage drops
in the inductor discharge path, including synchronous
rectifier, inductor, and PCB resistance. VDROP2 is the
sum of the resistance in the charging path, including
high-side switch, inductor, and PCB resistance. In
practice, provide adequate margin to the above condi-
tions for good load-transient response.

Setting the Output Voltage
Set the MAX15026 output voltage by connecting a
resistive divider from the output to FB to GND (Figure
2). Select R2 from between 1kΩ and 50kΩ. Calculate
R1 with the following equation:

where VFB = 0.591V (see the Electrical Characteristics
table) and VOUT can range from 0.591V to (0.85 x VIN).

Resistor R1 also plays a role in the design of the Type III
compensation network. Review the values of R1 and R2
when using a Type III compensation network (see the
Type III Compensation Network (See Figure 4) section).
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Sink current limit is implemented by monitoring the volt-
age drop across the low-side MOSFET when LX is more
positive than GND. When the voltage drop across the
low-side MOSFET exceeds 1/20th of the voltage at LIM
at any time during the low-side MOSFET on-time, the
low-side MOSFET turns off, and the inductor current
flows from the output through the body diode of the high-
side MOSFET. When the sink current limit activates, the
DH/DL switching sequence is no longer complementary.

Carefully observe the PCB layout guidelines to ensure
that noise and DC errors do not corrupt the current-
sense signals at LX and GND. Mount the MAX15026
close to the low-side MOSFET with short, direct traces
making a Kelvin-sense connection so that trace resis-
tance does not add to the intended sense resistance of
the low-side MOSFET.

Hiccup-Mode Overcurrent Protection
Hiccup-mode overcurrent protection reduces power dis-
sipation during prolonged short-circuit or deep overload
conditions. An internal three-bit counter counts up on
each switching cycle when the valley current-limit
threshold is reached. The counter counts down on each
switching cycle when the threshold is not reached, and
stops at zero (000). The counter reaches 111 (= 7
events) when the valley mode current-limit condition
persists. The MAX15026 stops both DL and DH drivers
and waits for 4096 switching cycles (hiccup timeout
delay) before attempting a new soft-start sequence. The
hiccup-mode protection remains active during the soft-
start time.

Undervoltage Lockout
The MAX15026 provides an internal undervoltage lockout
(UVLO) circuit to monitor the voltage on VCC. The UVLO
circuit prevents the MAX15026 from operating when VCC
is lower than VUVLO. The UVLO threshold is 4V, with
400mV hysteresis to prevent chattering on the rising/falling
edge of the supply voltage. DL and DH stay low to inhibit
switching when the device is in undervoltage lockout.

Thermal-Overload Protection
Thermal-overload protection limits total power dissipation
in the MAX15026. When the junction temperature of the
device exceeds +150°C, an on-chip thermal sensor shuts
down the device, forcing DL and DH low, allowing the
device to cool. The thermal sensor turns the device on
again after the junction temperature cools by 20°C. The
regulator shuts down and soft-start resets during thermal
shutdown. Power dissipation in the LDO regulator and
excessive driving losses at DH/DL trigger thermal-over-
load protection. Carefully evaluate the total power dissi-
pation (see the Power Dissipation section) to avoid

unwanted triggering of the thermal-overload protection in
normal operation.

Applications Information
Effective Input Voltage Range

The MAX15026 operates from input supplies up to 28V
and regulates down to 0.6V. The minimum voltage con-
version ratio (VOUT/VIN) is limited by the minimum con-
trollable on-time. For proper fixed-frequency PWM
operation, the voltage conversion ratio must obey the
following condition,

where tON(MIN) is 125ns and fSW is the switching fre-
quency in Hertz. Pulse-skipping occurs to decrease the
effective duty cycle when the desired voltage conver-
sion does not meet the above condition. Decrease the
switching frequency or lower VIN to avoid pulse skipping.

The maximum voltage conversion ratio is limited by the
maximum duty cycle (Dmax):

where VDROP1 is the sum of the parasitic voltage drops
in the inductor discharge path, including synchronous
rectifier, inductor, and PCB resistance. VDROP2 is the
sum of the resistance in the charging path, including
high-side switch, inductor, and PCB resistance. In
practice, provide adequate margin to the above condi-
tions for good load-transient response.

Setting the Output Voltage
Set the MAX15026 output voltage by connecting a
resistive divider from the output to FB to GND (Figure
2). Select R2 from between 1kΩ and 50kΩ. Calculate
R1 with the following equation:

where VFB = 0.591V (see the Electrical Characteristics
table) and VOUT can range from 0.591V to (0.85 x VIN).

Resistor R1 also plays a role in the design of the Type III
compensation network. Review the values of R1 and R2
when using a Type III compensation network (see the
Type III Compensation Network (See Figure 4) section).
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均电流之比可以在尺寸与损耗之间达到较好的折衷。 然后，
通过开关频率、输入电压、输出电压以及所选择的LIR确
定电感值，如下所示：

其中，VIN、VOUT和IOUT为典型值(从而针对典型条件优化
效率)。开关频率由RRT设置(请参考设置开关频率部分)。
并不要求精确的电感值，可根据尺寸、成本、效率进行调
整。较低的电感值能够减小系统尺寸、降低成本，由于较
高的峰值电流而改善瞬态响应，但会降低效率。另一方面，
较高的电感值会由于RMS电流的降低而提高效率。

选择低损耗电感，在适当尺寸下应具有尽可能低的直流电
阻。电感额定饱和电流(ISAT)必须足够高，以确保在电流低
于最大限流值(ICL(MAX))时不会发生饱和，最大限流值由低
边MOSFET导通电阻与LIM参考电流(ILIM)的容差决定。综
合上述条件，电感饱和电流(ISAT)应采用下式确定：

ISAT ≥ 1.35 x ICL(TYP)

其中，ICL(TYP)为限流设置点典型值。因子1.35包括25%
的RDS(ON)和10%的LIM基准电流误差变化。可选择不
同厂商生产的各种电感来满足此类要求(例如Coilcraft的
MSS1278-142ML以及同一系列中的其他电感)。

设置谷电流门限
由于将低边MOSFET的导通电阻RDS(ON)用作电流检测元
件，最小检流门限必须足够高，以确保最差情况下低边
MOSFET的导通电阻能够支持所要求的最大负载电流。电
感的谷电流可通过ILOAD(MAX)减去纹波电流的一半得到。
在纹波电流处于谷值期间，检流门限电压(VITH)的最小值应
大于低边MOSFET的电压：

其中，RDS(ON)为低边MOSFET的导通电阻，单位为欧姆。
从低边MOSFET的数据资料选择最大RDS(ON)。

设置开关频率
开关频率fSW可通过RT与GND之间的电阻设置，fSW与RRT

之间的关系如下：

其中，fSW单位为kHz，RRT单位为kΩ。例如，设置600kHz
的开关频率时可使用RRT = 27.2kΩ。频率越高，设计中允
许使用电感和输出电容越小。因此，在较高开关频率下峰
值电流和I2R损耗会降低，但内部损耗、栅极充电电流和开
关损耗会增加。

电感选择
配合MAX15026工作的电感必须满足下列三个关键参数：
电感值(L)、电感饱和电流(ISAT)和直流电阻(RDC)。选择电
感值必须首先确定电感峰峰交流电流和直流平均电流的比
值(LIR)。LIR值越大，RMS电流越高，因此I2R功耗就大。
采用大的电感来获得低LIR值。典型情况下，对于给定的
封装类型其电感值正比于阻抗，也会导致对应低LIR值的
I2R功耗较大。选择30% (LIR = 0.3)的峰峰纹波电流与平
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Setting the Switching Frequency
An external resistor connecting RT to GND sets the
switching frequency (fSW). The relationship between
fSW and RRT is:

where fSW is in Hz and RRT is in Ω. For example, a
600kHz switching frequency is set with RRT = 27.2kΩ.
Higher frequencies allow designs with lower inductor
values and less output capacitance. Peak currents and
I2R losses are lower at higher switching frequencies,
but core losses, gate-charge currents, and switching
losses increase.

Inductor Selection
Three key inductor parameters must be specified for
operation with the MAX15026: inductance value (L),
inductor saturation current (ISAT), and DC resistance
(RDC). To determine the inductance value, select the
ratio of inductor peak-to-peak AC current to DC average
current (LIR) first. For LIR values which are too high, the
RMS currents are high, and therefore I2R losses are
high. Use high-valued inductors to achieve low LIR val-
ues. Typically, inductance is proportional to resistance
for a given package type, which again makes I2R losses
high for very low LIR values. A good compromise
between size and loss is a 30% peak-to-peak ripple cur-
rent to average-current ratio (LIR = 0.3). The switching

frequency, input voltage, output voltage, and selected
LIR determine the inductor value as follows,

where VIN, VOUT, and IOUT are typical values (so that
efficiency is optimum for typical conditions). The switch-
ing frequency is set by RRT (see the Setting the
Switching Frequency section). The exact inductor value
is not critical and can be adjusted to make trade-offs
among size, cost, and efficiency. Lower inductor values
minimize size and cost, but also improve transient
response and reduce efficiency due to higher peak cur-
rents. On the other hand, higher inductance increases
efficiency by reducing the RMS current.

Find a low-loss inductor having the lowest possible DC
resistance that fits in the allotted dimensions. The satura-
tion current rating (ISAT) must be high enough to ensure
that saturation can occur only above the maximum cur-
rent-limit value (ICL(MAX)), given the tolerance of the on-
resistance of the low-side MOSFET and of the LIM
reference current (ILIM). Combining these conditions,
select an inductor with a saturation current (ISAT) of:

ISAT ≥ 1.35 x ICL(TYP)

where ICL(TYP) is the typical current-limit set-point. The
factor 1.35 includes RDS(ON) variation of 25% and 10%
for the LIM reference current error. A variety of inductors
from different manufacturers are available to meet this
requirement (for example, Coilcraft MSS1278-142ML
and other inductors from the same series).

Setting the Valley Current Limit
The minimum current-limit threshold must be high
enough to support the maximum expected load current
with the worst-case low-side MOSFET on-resistance
value as the RDS(ON) of the low-side MOSFET is used
as the current-sense element. The inductor’s valley cur-
rent occurs at ILOAD(MAX) minus one half of the ripple
current. The minimum value of the current-limit thresh-
old voltage (VITH) must be higher than the voltage on
the low-side MOSFET during the ripple-current valley:

where RDS(ON) is the on-resistance of the low-side
MOSFET in ohms. Use the maximum value for RDS(ON)
from the data sheet of the low-side MOSFET.
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Setting the Switching Frequency
An external resistor connecting RT to GND sets the
switching frequency (fSW). The relationship between
fSW and RRT is:

where fSW is in Hz and RRT is in Ω. For example, a
600kHz switching frequency is set with RRT = 27.2kΩ.
Higher frequencies allow designs with lower inductor
values and less output capacitance. Peak currents and
I2R losses are lower at higher switching frequencies,
but core losses, gate-charge currents, and switching
losses increase.

Inductor Selection
Three key inductor parameters must be specified for
operation with the MAX15026: inductance value (L),
inductor saturation current (ISAT), and DC resistance
(RDC). To determine the inductance value, select the
ratio of inductor peak-to-peak AC current to DC average
current (LIR) first. For LIR values which are too high, the
RMS currents are high, and therefore I2R losses are
high. Use high-valued inductors to achieve low LIR val-
ues. Typically, inductance is proportional to resistance
for a given package type, which again makes I2R losses
high for very low LIR values. A good compromise
between size and loss is a 30% peak-to-peak ripple cur-
rent to average-current ratio (LIR = 0.3). The switching

frequency, input voltage, output voltage, and selected
LIR determine the inductor value as follows,

where VIN, VOUT, and IOUT are typical values (so that
efficiency is optimum for typical conditions). The switch-
ing frequency is set by RRT (see the Setting the
Switching Frequency section). The exact inductor value
is not critical and can be adjusted to make trade-offs
among size, cost, and efficiency. Lower inductor values
minimize size and cost, but also improve transient
response and reduce efficiency due to higher peak cur-
rents. On the other hand, higher inductance increases
efficiency by reducing the RMS current.

Find a low-loss inductor having the lowest possible DC
resistance that fits in the allotted dimensions. The satura-
tion current rating (ISAT) must be high enough to ensure
that saturation can occur only above the maximum cur-
rent-limit value (ICL(MAX)), given the tolerance of the on-
resistance of the low-side MOSFET and of the LIM
reference current (ILIM). Combining these conditions,
select an inductor with a saturation current (ISAT) of:

ISAT ≥ 1.35 x ICL(TYP)

where ICL(TYP) is the typical current-limit set-point. The
factor 1.35 includes RDS(ON) variation of 25% and 10%
for the LIM reference current error. A variety of inductors
from different manufacturers are available to meet this
requirement (for example, Coilcraft MSS1278-142ML
and other inductors from the same series).

Setting the Valley Current Limit
The minimum current-limit threshold must be high
enough to support the maximum expected load current
with the worst-case low-side MOSFET on-resistance
value as the RDS(ON) of the low-side MOSFET is used
as the current-sense element. The inductor’s valley cur-
rent occurs at ILOAD(MAX) minus one half of the ripple
current. The minimum value of the current-limit thresh-
old voltage (VITH) must be higher than the voltage on
the low-side MOSFET during the ripple-current valley:

where RDS(ON) is the on-resistance of the low-side
MOSFET in ohms. Use the maximum value for RDS(ON)
from the data sheet of the low-side MOSFET.
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Setting the Switching Frequency
An external resistor connecting RT to GND sets the
switching frequency (fSW). The relationship between
fSW and RRT is:

where fSW is in Hz and RRT is in Ω. For example, a
600kHz switching frequency is set with RRT = 27.2kΩ.
Higher frequencies allow designs with lower inductor
values and less output capacitance. Peak currents and
I2R losses are lower at higher switching frequencies,
but core losses, gate-charge currents, and switching
losses increase.

Inductor Selection
Three key inductor parameters must be specified for
operation with the MAX15026: inductance value (L),
inductor saturation current (ISAT), and DC resistance
(RDC). To determine the inductance value, select the
ratio of inductor peak-to-peak AC current to DC average
current (LIR) first. For LIR values which are too high, the
RMS currents are high, and therefore I2R losses are
high. Use high-valued inductors to achieve low LIR val-
ues. Typically, inductance is proportional to resistance
for a given package type, which again makes I2R losses
high for very low LIR values. A good compromise
between size and loss is a 30% peak-to-peak ripple cur-
rent to average-current ratio (LIR = 0.3). The switching

frequency, input voltage, output voltage, and selected
LIR determine the inductor value as follows,

where VIN, VOUT, and IOUT are typical values (so that
efficiency is optimum for typical conditions). The switch-
ing frequency is set by RRT (see the Setting the
Switching Frequency section). The exact inductor value
is not critical and can be adjusted to make trade-offs
among size, cost, and efficiency. Lower inductor values
minimize size and cost, but also improve transient
response and reduce efficiency due to higher peak cur-
rents. On the other hand, higher inductance increases
efficiency by reducing the RMS current.

Find a low-loss inductor having the lowest possible DC
resistance that fits in the allotted dimensions. The satura-
tion current rating (ISAT) must be high enough to ensure
that saturation can occur only above the maximum cur-
rent-limit value (ICL(MAX)), given the tolerance of the on-
resistance of the low-side MOSFET and of the LIM
reference current (ILIM). Combining these conditions,
select an inductor with a saturation current (ISAT) of:

ISAT ≥ 1.35 x ICL(TYP)

where ICL(TYP) is the typical current-limit set-point. The
factor 1.35 includes RDS(ON) variation of 25% and 10%
for the LIM reference current error. A variety of inductors
from different manufacturers are available to meet this
requirement (for example, Coilcraft MSS1278-142ML
and other inductors from the same series).

Setting the Valley Current Limit
The minimum current-limit threshold must be high
enough to support the maximum expected load current
with the worst-case low-side MOSFET on-resistance
value as the RDS(ON) of the low-side MOSFET is used
as the current-sense element. The inductor’s valley cur-
rent occurs at ILOAD(MAX) minus one half of the ripple
current. The minimum value of the current-limit thresh-
old voltage (VITH) must be higher than the voltage on
the low-side MOSFET during the ripple-current valley:

where RDS(ON) is the on-resistance of the low-side
MOSFET in ohms. Use the maximum value for RDS(ON)
from the data sheet of the low-side MOSFET.
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Setting the Switching Frequency
An external resistor connecting RT to GND sets the
switching frequency (fSW). The relationship between
fSW and RRT is:

where fSW is in Hz and RRT is in Ω. For example, a
600kHz switching frequency is set with RRT = 27.2kΩ.
Higher frequencies allow designs with lower inductor
values and less output capacitance. Peak currents and
I2R losses are lower at higher switching frequencies,
but core losses, gate-charge currents, and switching
losses increase.

Inductor Selection
Three key inductor parameters must be specified for
operation with the MAX15026: inductance value (L),
inductor saturation current (ISAT), and DC resistance
(RDC). To determine the inductance value, select the
ratio of inductor peak-to-peak AC current to DC average
current (LIR) first. For LIR values which are too high, the
RMS currents are high, and therefore I2R losses are
high. Use high-valued inductors to achieve low LIR val-
ues. Typically, inductance is proportional to resistance
for a given package type, which again makes I2R losses
high for very low LIR values. A good compromise
between size and loss is a 30% peak-to-peak ripple cur-
rent to average-current ratio (LIR = 0.3). The switching

frequency, input voltage, output voltage, and selected
LIR determine the inductor value as follows,

where VIN, VOUT, and IOUT are typical values (so that
efficiency is optimum for typical conditions). The switch-
ing frequency is set by RRT (see the Setting the
Switching Frequency section). The exact inductor value
is not critical and can be adjusted to make trade-offs
among size, cost, and efficiency. Lower inductor values
minimize size and cost, but also improve transient
response and reduce efficiency due to higher peak cur-
rents. On the other hand, higher inductance increases
efficiency by reducing the RMS current.

Find a low-loss inductor having the lowest possible DC
resistance that fits in the allotted dimensions. The satura-
tion current rating (ISAT) must be high enough to ensure
that saturation can occur only above the maximum cur-
rent-limit value (ICL(MAX)), given the tolerance of the on-
resistance of the low-side MOSFET and of the LIM
reference current (ILIM). Combining these conditions,
select an inductor with a saturation current (ISAT) of:

ISAT ≥ 1.35 x ICL(TYP)

where ICL(TYP) is the typical current-limit set-point. The
factor 1.35 includes RDS(ON) variation of 25% and 10%
for the LIM reference current error. A variety of inductors
from different manufacturers are available to meet this
requirement (for example, Coilcraft MSS1278-142ML
and other inductors from the same series).

Setting the Valley Current Limit
The minimum current-limit threshold must be high
enough to support the maximum expected load current
with the worst-case low-side MOSFET on-resistance
value as the RDS(ON) of the low-side MOSFET is used
as the current-sense element. The inductor’s valley cur-
rent occurs at ILOAD(MAX) minus one half of the ripple
current. The minimum value of the current-limit thresh-
old voltage (VITH) must be higher than the voltage on
the low-side MOSFET during the ripple-current valley:

where RDS(ON) is the on-resistance of the low-side
MOSFET in ohms. Use the maximum value for RDS(ON)
from the data sheet of the low-side MOSFET.
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其中，IP-P为电感纹波电流峰峰值(参见电感选择部分)。这
些公式适合初始电容的选择，最终数值应通过原型或评估
电路进行测试得到。

检查确认输出电容满足负载瞬态响应的要求。在快速负
载瞬变期间，输出电压所允许的偏差也决定了输出电容、
ESR及其等效串联电感(ESL)。负载阶跃期间，由输出电
容为负载供电，直至控制器以更大的占空比进行响应。响
应时间(tRESPONSE)取决于转换器的环路带宽(参考补偿部
分)。输出电容ESR产生的阻性压降、电容ESL产生的压降
(ΔVESL)以及电容放电都会在负载阶跃期间导致电压下降。

采用低ESR的钽/铝电解电容与陶瓷电容并联使用，有助
于改善瞬态负载和电压纹波的性能。使用表贴电容和并联
电容能够降低ESL，将最大输出电压偏差保持在负载能够
允许的范围内。可以利用下式计算负载阶跃期间所要求的
ESR、ESL以及电容值：

其中，ISTEP为负载阶跃，tSTEP为负载阶跃的上升时间，
tRESPONSE为控制器的响应时间，并且fO为闭环单位增益频
率。

补偿
MAX15026提供了一个内部跨导放大器，用户可以利用放
大器的反相输入和输出进行外部频率补偿。外部补偿能够
允许用户灵活选择输出滤波元件，特别是输出电容。对于
成本敏感应用，可采用高ESR的铝电解电容；对于尺寸要
求苛刻的应用，可以在输出端选择低ESR的钽电容或陶瓷
电容。MAX15026的高开关频率允许在输出端使用陶瓷电
容。选择所有无源元件以满足输出纹波、元件尺寸以及元
件成本的要求。可选择适合误差放大器的小信号元件，以
获得所要求的闭环带宽和相位裕量。

为了调整电流门限，在LIM和GND之间连接一个外部电阻
(RLIM)。电流门限(VITH)和RLIM之间的关系如下：

ITH_
LIM_

10 V
R

50 A
×

=
µ

其中，RLIM的单位为kΩ，VITH的单位为mV。

RLIM电阻介于6kΩ到60kΩ之间，对应的电流门限为30mV
到300mV。调整限流时，应使用容差为1%的电阻，以使
电流门限设置的误差最小。

输入电容
输入滤波电容可降低从电源吸入的峰值电流，并降低开关
电路产生的噪声和输入电压纹波。输入电容必须符合由开
关电路造成的纹波电流(IRMS)要求，由下式决定：

当输入电压等于输出电压两倍(VIN = 2VOUT)时，IRMS具有
最大值，此时IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2。对于多数应用，
输入上优先考虑非钽电容(陶瓷、铝、聚合物或OS-CON)，
因为非钽电容的耐用性可抑制极低阻抗电源上电时的大浪
涌电流。另外，为降低成本，可选择两个(或多个)小容值、
低ESR的电容并联。

输出电容
输出电容的关键选择参数为电容值、ESR和额定电压。这
些参数会影响到总体稳定性、输出纹波电压和瞬态响应。
输出纹波由两部分组成，即输出电容存储电荷变化引起的
压降以及电容ESR引起的压降，由流入和流出电容的电流
产生：

由于ESR和输出电容而形成的输出电压纹波为：
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Connect an external resistor (RLIM) from LIM to GND to
adjust the current-limit threshold. The relationship
between the current-limit threshold (VITH) and RLIM is:

where RLIM is in kΩ and VITH is in mV.

An RLIM resistance range of 6kΩ to 60kΩ corresponds
to a current-limit threshold of 30mV to 300mV. Use 1%
tolerance resistors when adjusting the current limit to
minimize error in the current-limit threshold.

Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the switching circuitry.
The input capacitor must meet the ripple current
requirement (IRMS) imposed by the switching currents
as defined by the following equation,

IRMS attains a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VIN = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2. For most applications,
non-tantalum capacitors (ceramic, aluminum, poly-
mer, or OS-CON) are preferred at the inputs due to
the robustness of non-tantalum capacitors to accom-
modate high inrush currents of systems being pow-
ered from very low-impedance sources. Additionally,
two (or more) smaller-value low-ESR capacitors can
be connected in parallel for lower cost.

Output Capacitor
The key selection parameters for the output capacitor are
capacitance value, ESR, and voltage rating. These para-
meters affect the overall stability, output ripple voltage, and
transient response. The output ripple has two components:
variations in the charge stored in the output capacitor, and
the voltage drop across the capacitor’s ESR caused by
the current flowing into and out of the capacitor:

∆VRIPPLE ≅ ∆VESR + ∆VQ

The output voltage ripple as a consequence of the ESR
and the output capacitance is:

where IP-P is the peak-to-peak inductor current ripple
(see the Inductor Selection section). Use these equa-
tions for initial capacitor selection. Decide on the final
values by testing a prototype or an evaluation circuit.

Check the output capacitor against load-transient
response requirements. The allowable deviation of the
output voltage during fast load transients determines
the capacitor output capacitance, ESR, and equivalent
series inductance (ESL). The output capacitor supplies
the load current during a load step until the controller
responds with a higher duty cycle. The response time
(tRESPONSE) depends on the closed-loop bandwidth of
the converter (see the Compensation section). The
resistive drop across the ESR of the output capacitor,
the voltage drop across the ESL (∆VESL) of the capaci-
tor, and the capacitor discharge, cause a voltage
droop during the load step.

Use a combination of low-ESR tantalum/aluminum elec-
trolytic and ceramic capacitors for improved transient
load and voltage ripple performance. Nonleaded
capacitors and capacitors in parallel help reduce the
ESL. Keep the maximum output voltage deviation below
the tolerable limits of the load. Use the following equa-
tions to calculate the required ESR, ESL, and capaci-
tance value during a load step:

where ISTEP is the load step, tSTEP is the rise time of the
load step, tRESPONSE is the response time of the con-
troller and fO is the closed-loop crossover frequency.

Compensation
The MAX15026 provides an internal transconductance
amplifier with the inverting input and the output avail-
able for external frequency compensation. The flexibility
of external compensation offers a wide selection of out-
put filtering components, especially the output capaci-
tor. Use high-ESR aluminum electrolytic capacitors for
cost-sensitive applications. Use low-ESR tantalum or
ceramic capacitors at the output for size sensitive
applications. The high switching frequency of the
MAX15026 allows the use of ceramic capacitors at the
output. Choose all passive power components to meet
the output ripple, component size, and component cost
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Connect an external resistor (RLIM) from LIM to GND to
adjust the current-limit threshold. The relationship
between the current-limit threshold (VITH) and RLIM is:

where RLIM is in kΩ and VITH is in mV.

An RLIM resistance range of 6kΩ to 60kΩ corresponds
to a current-limit threshold of 30mV to 300mV. Use 1%
tolerance resistors when adjusting the current limit to
minimize error in the current-limit threshold.

Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the switching circuitry.
The input capacitor must meet the ripple current
requirement (IRMS) imposed by the switching currents
as defined by the following equation,

IRMS attains a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VIN = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2. For most applications,
non-tantalum capacitors (ceramic, aluminum, poly-
mer, or OS-CON) are preferred at the inputs due to
the robustness of non-tantalum capacitors to accom-
modate high inrush currents of systems being pow-
ered from very low-impedance sources. Additionally,
two (or more) smaller-value low-ESR capacitors can
be connected in parallel for lower cost.

Output Capacitor
The key selection parameters for the output capacitor are
capacitance value, ESR, and voltage rating. These para-
meters affect the overall stability, output ripple voltage, and
transient response. The output ripple has two components:
variations in the charge stored in the output capacitor, and
the voltage drop across the capacitor’s ESR caused by
the current flowing into and out of the capacitor:

∆VRIPPLE ≅ ∆VESR + ∆VQ

The output voltage ripple as a consequence of the ESR
and the output capacitance is:

where IP-P is the peak-to-peak inductor current ripple
(see the Inductor Selection section). Use these equa-
tions for initial capacitor selection. Decide on the final
values by testing a prototype or an evaluation circuit.

Check the output capacitor against load-transient
response requirements. The allowable deviation of the
output voltage during fast load transients determines
the capacitor output capacitance, ESR, and equivalent
series inductance (ESL). The output capacitor supplies
the load current during a load step until the controller
responds with a higher duty cycle. The response time
(tRESPONSE) depends on the closed-loop bandwidth of
the converter (see the Compensation section). The
resistive drop across the ESR of the output capacitor,
the voltage drop across the ESL (∆VESL) of the capaci-
tor, and the capacitor discharge, cause a voltage
droop during the load step.

Use a combination of low-ESR tantalum/aluminum elec-
trolytic and ceramic capacitors for improved transient
load and voltage ripple performance. Nonleaded
capacitors and capacitors in parallel help reduce the
ESL. Keep the maximum output voltage deviation below
the tolerable limits of the load. Use the following equa-
tions to calculate the required ESR, ESL, and capaci-
tance value during a load step:

where ISTEP is the load step, tSTEP is the rise time of the
load step, tRESPONSE is the response time of the con-
troller and fO is the closed-loop crossover frequency.

Compensation
The MAX15026 provides an internal transconductance
amplifier with the inverting input and the output avail-
able for external frequency compensation. The flexibility
of external compensation offers a wide selection of out-
put filtering components, especially the output capaci-
tor. Use high-ESR aluminum electrolytic capacitors for
cost-sensitive applications. Use low-ESR tantalum or
ceramic capacitors at the output for size sensitive
applications. The high switching frequency of the
MAX15026 allows the use of ceramic capacitors at the
output. Choose all passive power components to meet
the output ripple, component size, and component cost
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Connect an external resistor (RLIM) from LIM to GND to
adjust the current-limit threshold. The relationship
between the current-limit threshold (VITH) and RLIM is:

where RLIM is in kΩ and VITH is in mV.

An RLIM resistance range of 6kΩ to 60kΩ corresponds
to a current-limit threshold of 30mV to 300mV. Use 1%
tolerance resistors when adjusting the current limit to
minimize error in the current-limit threshold.

Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the switching circuitry.
The input capacitor must meet the ripple current
requirement (IRMS) imposed by the switching currents
as defined by the following equation,

IRMS attains a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VIN = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2. For most applications,
non-tantalum capacitors (ceramic, aluminum, poly-
mer, or OS-CON) are preferred at the inputs due to
the robustness of non-tantalum capacitors to accom-
modate high inrush currents of systems being pow-
ered from very low-impedance sources. Additionally,
two (or more) smaller-value low-ESR capacitors can
be connected in parallel for lower cost.

Output Capacitor
The key selection parameters for the output capacitor are
capacitance value, ESR, and voltage rating. These para-
meters affect the overall stability, output ripple voltage, and
transient response. The output ripple has two components:
variations in the charge stored in the output capacitor, and
the voltage drop across the capacitor’s ESR caused by
the current flowing into and out of the capacitor:

∆VRIPPLE ≅ ∆VESR + ∆VQ

The output voltage ripple as a consequence of the ESR
and the output capacitance is:

where IP-P is the peak-to-peak inductor current ripple
(see the Inductor Selection section). Use these equa-
tions for initial capacitor selection. Decide on the final
values by testing a prototype or an evaluation circuit.

Check the output capacitor against load-transient
response requirements. The allowable deviation of the
output voltage during fast load transients determines
the capacitor output capacitance, ESR, and equivalent
series inductance (ESL). The output capacitor supplies
the load current during a load step until the controller
responds with a higher duty cycle. The response time
(tRESPONSE) depends on the closed-loop bandwidth of
the converter (see the Compensation section). The
resistive drop across the ESR of the output capacitor,
the voltage drop across the ESL (∆VESL) of the capaci-
tor, and the capacitor discharge, cause a voltage
droop during the load step.

Use a combination of low-ESR tantalum/aluminum elec-
trolytic and ceramic capacitors for improved transient
load and voltage ripple performance. Nonleaded
capacitors and capacitors in parallel help reduce the
ESL. Keep the maximum output voltage deviation below
the tolerable limits of the load. Use the following equa-
tions to calculate the required ESR, ESL, and capaci-
tance value during a load step:

where ISTEP is the load step, tSTEP is the rise time of the
load step, tRESPONSE is the response time of the con-
troller and fO is the closed-loop crossover frequency.

Compensation
The MAX15026 provides an internal transconductance
amplifier with the inverting input and the output avail-
able for external frequency compensation. The flexibility
of external compensation offers a wide selection of out-
put filtering components, especially the output capaci-
tor. Use high-ESR aluminum electrolytic capacitors for
cost-sensitive applications. Use low-ESR tantalum or
ceramic capacitors at the output for size sensitive
applications. The high switching frequency of the
MAX15026 allows the use of ceramic capacitors at the
output. Choose all passive power components to meet
the output ripple, component size, and component cost
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Connect an external resistor (RLIM) from LIM to GND to
adjust the current-limit threshold. The relationship
between the current-limit threshold (VITH) and RLIM is:

where RLIM is in kΩ and VITH is in mV.

An RLIM resistance range of 6kΩ to 60kΩ corresponds
to a current-limit threshold of 30mV to 300mV. Use 1%
tolerance resistors when adjusting the current limit to
minimize error in the current-limit threshold.

Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the switching circuitry.
The input capacitor must meet the ripple current
requirement (IRMS) imposed by the switching currents
as defined by the following equation,

IRMS attains a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VIN = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2. For most applications,
non-tantalum capacitors (ceramic, aluminum, poly-
mer, or OS-CON) are preferred at the inputs due to
the robustness of non-tantalum capacitors to accom-
modate high inrush currents of systems being pow-
ered from very low-impedance sources. Additionally,
two (or more) smaller-value low-ESR capacitors can
be connected in parallel for lower cost.

Output Capacitor
The key selection parameters for the output capacitor are
capacitance value, ESR, and voltage rating. These para-
meters affect the overall stability, output ripple voltage, and
transient response. The output ripple has two components:
variations in the charge stored in the output capacitor, and
the voltage drop across the capacitor’s ESR caused by
the current flowing into and out of the capacitor:

∆VRIPPLE ≅ ∆VESR + ∆VQ

The output voltage ripple as a consequence of the ESR
and the output capacitance is:

where IP-P is the peak-to-peak inductor current ripple
(see the Inductor Selection section). Use these equa-
tions for initial capacitor selection. Decide on the final
values by testing a prototype or an evaluation circuit.

Check the output capacitor against load-transient
response requirements. The allowable deviation of the
output voltage during fast load transients determines
the capacitor output capacitance, ESR, and equivalent
series inductance (ESL). The output capacitor supplies
the load current during a load step until the controller
responds with a higher duty cycle. The response time
(tRESPONSE) depends on the closed-loop bandwidth of
the converter (see the Compensation section). The
resistive drop across the ESR of the output capacitor,
the voltage drop across the ESL (∆VESL) of the capaci-
tor, and the capacitor discharge, cause a voltage
droop during the load step.

Use a combination of low-ESR tantalum/aluminum elec-
trolytic and ceramic capacitors for improved transient
load and voltage ripple performance. Nonleaded
capacitors and capacitors in parallel help reduce the
ESL. Keep the maximum output voltage deviation below
the tolerable limits of the load. Use the following equa-
tions to calculate the required ESR, ESL, and capaci-
tance value during a load step:

where ISTEP is the load step, tSTEP is the rise time of the
load step, tRESPONSE is the response time of the con-
troller and fO is the closed-loop crossover frequency.

Compensation
The MAX15026 provides an internal transconductance
amplifier with the inverting input and the output avail-
able for external frequency compensation. The flexibility
of external compensation offers a wide selection of out-
put filtering components, especially the output capaci-
tor. Use high-ESR aluminum electrolytic capacitors for
cost-sensitive applications. Use low-ESR tantalum or
ceramic capacitors at the output for size sensitive
applications. The high switching frequency of the
MAX15026 allows the use of ceramic capacitors at the
output. Choose all passive power components to meet
the output ripple, component size, and component cost
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II类补偿网络(见图3)
如果fZO低于fO且接近fPO，电容ESR零点的相位超前几乎
可以抵消单位增益频率附近LC滤波器所产生的复数极点
的相位损失。因此，可采用具有中频零点、高频极点的II
类补偿网络保持环路稳定。图3中，RF和CF引入了一个中
频零点(fZ1)。II类补偿网络的RF与CCF还提供一个高频极点
(fP1)，该极点会影响输出高频纹波的幅度。

请按照下列步骤计算图3中II类补偿网络的元件值：

1)  计算由脉冲宽度调制器、LC滤波器、反馈分压器以及
相关电路组成的调制器在系统单位增益频率处的增益
(GAINMOD)：

其中，VIN为调节器输入电压，VRAMP为脉宽调制器的斜坡
幅度，VFB是FB输入电压设置点(典型值为0.591V，请参考
Electrical Characteristics表)，VOUT是所要求的输出电压。

误差放大器在中频处的增益(GAINEA)为：

其中，gM是误差放大器的跨导。

总环路增益为fO处调制器增益与误差放大器增益的乘积，
应等于1。

公式如下：

计算RF：

2)  在0.75 x fPO处设置一个中频零点fZ1 (用于抵消一个LC
极点)：

要选择合适的补偿网络类型，就必须确定电源的零点和极
点、单位增益频率以及输出电容的类型。

在buck转换器中，输出级的LC滤波器在如下频率引入一对
复数极点：

输出电容也引入一个零点：

其中，ESR为输出电容的等效串联阻抗。

环路单位增益频率(fO)，该频点处环路增益等于1 (0dB)，
应将其设置在1/10的开关频率以下：

选择较低的单位增益频率有助于降低噪声对反馈环路的影
响，例如占空比抖动。

为了保持系统稳定，必须满足下列两个稳定性准则：

1)  单位增益频率fO处的相移必须小于180°。换句话说，环
路的相位裕量必须大于零。

2)  在相移为-180° (增益裕量)处，增益必须小于1。

建议相位裕量选择在大约60°，以便保持可靠的环路稳定
性和卓越的瞬态响应。

如果使用电解电容或较高ESR的输出钽电容，则在LC极点
和单位增益频率fO之间通常会出现电容ESR产生的零点fZO 
(fPO < fZO < fO)。这种情况下，应采用II类补偿网络(PI—
比例-积分型)。

如果使用陶瓷或低ESR输出钽电容，通常会在高于单位增
益频率fO处出现电容ESR产生的零点，即fPO < fO < fZO。
这种情况下，应采用III类补偿网络(PID—比例-积分-微分
型)。
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requirements. Choose the small-signal components for
the error amplifier to achieve the desired closed-loop
bandwidth and phase margin.

To choose the appropriate compensation network type,
the power-supply poles and zeros, the zero crossover
frequency, and the type of the output capacitor must be
determined.

In a buck converter, the LC filter in the output stage intro-
duces a pair of complex poles at the following frequency:

The output capacitor introduces a zero at:

where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor.

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fO), where the loop
gain equals 1 (0dB) should be set below 1/10th of the
switching frequency:

Choosing a lower crossover frequency reduces the
effects of noise pick-up into the feedback loop, such as
jittery duty cycle.

To maintain a stable system, two stability criteria must
be met:

1) The phase shift at the crossover frequency fO, must
be less than 180°. In other words, the phase margin
of the loop must be greater than zero.

2) The gain at the frequency where the phase shift is 
-180° (gain margin) must be less than 1.

Maintain a phase margin of around 60° to achieve a
robust loop stability and well-behaved transient
response.

When using an electrolytic or large-ESR tantalum output
capacitor the capacitor ESR zero fZO typically occurs
between the LC poles and the crossover frequency fO
(fPO < fZO < fO). Choose Type II (PI—proportional-inte-
gral) compensation network.

When using a ceramic or low-ESR tantalum output
capacitor, the capacitor ESR zero typically occurs
above the desired crossover frequency fO, that is fPO <
fO < fZO. Choose Type III (PID—proportional, integral,
and derivative) compensation network.

Type II Compensation Network 
(Figure 3)

If fZO is lower than fO and close to fPO, the phase lead
of the capacitor ESR zero almost cancels the phase
loss of one of the complex poles of the LC filter around
the crossover frequency. Use a Type II compensation
network with a midband zero and a high-frequency
pole to stabilize the loop. In Figure 3, RF and CF intro-
duce a midband zero (fZ1). RF and CCF in the Type II
compensation network provide a high-frequency pole
(fP1), which mitigates the effects of the output high-fre-
quency ripple.

Follow the instructions below to calculate the component
values for the Type II compensation network in Figure 3:

1) Calculate the gain of the modulator (GAINMOD),
comprised of the regulator’s pulse-width modulator,
LC filter, feedback divider, and associated circuitry
at the crossover frequency:

where VIN is the input voltage of the regulator, VRAMP is
the amplitude of the ramp in the pulse-width modulator,
VFB is the FB input voltage set-point (0.591V typically,
see the Electrical Characteristics table), and VOUT is
the desired output voltage.

The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = gM x RF

where gM is the transconductance of the error amplifier.

The total loop gain, which is the product of the modula-
tor gain and the error amplifier gain at fO, is 1.

So:

Solving for RF:

2) Set a midband zero (fZ1) at 0.75 x fPO (to cancel
one of the LC poles):
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requirements. Choose the small-signal components for
the error amplifier to achieve the desired closed-loop
bandwidth and phase margin.

To choose the appropriate compensation network type,
the power-supply poles and zeros, the zero crossover
frequency, and the type of the output capacitor must be
determined.

In a buck converter, the LC filter in the output stage intro-
duces a pair of complex poles at the following frequency:

The output capacitor introduces a zero at:

where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor.

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fO), where the loop
gain equals 1 (0dB) should be set below 1/10th of the
switching frequency:

Choosing a lower crossover frequency reduces the
effects of noise pick-up into the feedback loop, such as
jittery duty cycle.

To maintain a stable system, two stability criteria must
be met:

1) The phase shift at the crossover frequency fO, must
be less than 180°. In other words, the phase margin
of the loop must be greater than zero.

2) The gain at the frequency where the phase shift is 
-180° (gain margin) must be less than 1.

Maintain a phase margin of around 60° to achieve a
robust loop stability and well-behaved transient
response.

When using an electrolytic or large-ESR tantalum output
capacitor the capacitor ESR zero fZO typically occurs
between the LC poles and the crossover frequency fO
(fPO < fZO < fO). Choose Type II (PI—proportional-inte-
gral) compensation network.

When using a ceramic or low-ESR tantalum output
capacitor, the capacitor ESR zero typically occurs
above the desired crossover frequency fO, that is fPO <
fO < fZO. Choose Type III (PID—proportional, integral,
and derivative) compensation network.

Type II Compensation Network 
(Figure 3)

If fZO is lower than fO and close to fPO, the phase lead
of the capacitor ESR zero almost cancels the phase
loss of one of the complex poles of the LC filter around
the crossover frequency. Use a Type II compensation
network with a midband zero and a high-frequency
pole to stabilize the loop. In Figure 3, RF and CF intro-
duce a midband zero (fZ1). RF and CCF in the Type II
compensation network provide a high-frequency pole
(fP1), which mitigates the effects of the output high-fre-
quency ripple.

Follow the instructions below to calculate the component
values for the Type II compensation network in Figure 3:

1) Calculate the gain of the modulator (GAINMOD),
comprised of the regulator’s pulse-width modulator,
LC filter, feedback divider, and associated circuitry
at the crossover frequency:

where VIN is the input voltage of the regulator, VRAMP is
the amplitude of the ramp in the pulse-width modulator,
VFB is the FB input voltage set-point (0.591V typically,
see the Electrical Characteristics table), and VOUT is
the desired output voltage.

The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = gM x RF

where gM is the transconductance of the error amplifier.

The total loop gain, which is the product of the modula-
tor gain and the error amplifier gain at fO, is 1.

So:

Solving for RF:

2) Set a midband zero (fZ1) at 0.75 x fPO (to cancel
one of the LC poles):
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requirements. Choose the small-signal components for
the error amplifier to achieve the desired closed-loop
bandwidth and phase margin.

To choose the appropriate compensation network type,
the power-supply poles and zeros, the zero crossover
frequency, and the type of the output capacitor must be
determined.

In a buck converter, the LC filter in the output stage intro-
duces a pair of complex poles at the following frequency:

The output capacitor introduces a zero at:

where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor.

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fO), where the loop
gain equals 1 (0dB) should be set below 1/10th of the
switching frequency:

Choosing a lower crossover frequency reduces the
effects of noise pick-up into the feedback loop, such as
jittery duty cycle.

To maintain a stable system, two stability criteria must
be met:

1) The phase shift at the crossover frequency fO, must
be less than 180°. In other words, the phase margin
of the loop must be greater than zero.

2) The gain at the frequency where the phase shift is 
-180° (gain margin) must be less than 1.

Maintain a phase margin of around 60° to achieve a
robust loop stability and well-behaved transient
response.

When using an electrolytic or large-ESR tantalum output
capacitor the capacitor ESR zero fZO typically occurs
between the LC poles and the crossover frequency fO
(fPO < fZO < fO). Choose Type II (PI—proportional-inte-
gral) compensation network.

When using a ceramic or low-ESR tantalum output
capacitor, the capacitor ESR zero typically occurs
above the desired crossover frequency fO, that is fPO <
fO < fZO. Choose Type III (PID—proportional, integral,
and derivative) compensation network.

Type II Compensation Network 
(Figure 3)

If fZO is lower than fO and close to fPO, the phase lead
of the capacitor ESR zero almost cancels the phase
loss of one of the complex poles of the LC filter around
the crossover frequency. Use a Type II compensation
network with a midband zero and a high-frequency
pole to stabilize the loop. In Figure 3, RF and CF intro-
duce a midband zero (fZ1). RF and CCF in the Type II
compensation network provide a high-frequency pole
(fP1), which mitigates the effects of the output high-fre-
quency ripple.

Follow the instructions below to calculate the component
values for the Type II compensation network in Figure 3:

1) Calculate the gain of the modulator (GAINMOD),
comprised of the regulator’s pulse-width modulator,
LC filter, feedback divider, and associated circuitry
at the crossover frequency:

where VIN is the input voltage of the regulator, VRAMP is
the amplitude of the ramp in the pulse-width modulator,
VFB is the FB input voltage set-point (0.591V typically,
see the Electrical Characteristics table), and VOUT is
the desired output voltage.

The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = gM x RF

where gM is the transconductance of the error amplifier.

The total loop gain, which is the product of the modula-
tor gain and the error amplifier gain at fO, is 1.

So:

Solving for RF:

2) Set a midband zero (fZ1) at 0.75 x fPO (to cancel
one of the LC poles):
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requirements. Choose the small-signal components for
the error amplifier to achieve the desired closed-loop
bandwidth and phase margin.

To choose the appropriate compensation network type,
the power-supply poles and zeros, the zero crossover
frequency, and the type of the output capacitor must be
determined.

In a buck converter, the LC filter in the output stage intro-
duces a pair of complex poles at the following frequency:

The output capacitor introduces a zero at:

where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor.

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fO), where the loop
gain equals 1 (0dB) should be set below 1/10th of the
switching frequency:

Choosing a lower crossover frequency reduces the
effects of noise pick-up into the feedback loop, such as
jittery duty cycle.

To maintain a stable system, two stability criteria must
be met:

1) The phase shift at the crossover frequency fO, must
be less than 180°. In other words, the phase margin
of the loop must be greater than zero.

2) The gain at the frequency where the phase shift is 
-180° (gain margin) must be less than 1.

Maintain a phase margin of around 60° to achieve a
robust loop stability and well-behaved transient
response.

When using an electrolytic or large-ESR tantalum output
capacitor the capacitor ESR zero fZO typically occurs
between the LC poles and the crossover frequency fO
(fPO < fZO < fO). Choose Type II (PI—proportional-inte-
gral) compensation network.

When using a ceramic or low-ESR tantalum output
capacitor, the capacitor ESR zero typically occurs
above the desired crossover frequency fO, that is fPO <
fO < fZO. Choose Type III (PID—proportional, integral,
and derivative) compensation network.

Type II Compensation Network 
(Figure 3)

If fZO is lower than fO and close to fPO, the phase lead
of the capacitor ESR zero almost cancels the phase
loss of one of the complex poles of the LC filter around
the crossover frequency. Use a Type II compensation
network with a midband zero and a high-frequency
pole to stabilize the loop. In Figure 3, RF and CF intro-
duce a midband zero (fZ1). RF and CCF in the Type II
compensation network provide a high-frequency pole
(fP1), which mitigates the effects of the output high-fre-
quency ripple.

Follow the instructions below to calculate the component
values for the Type II compensation network in Figure 3:

1) Calculate the gain of the modulator (GAINMOD),
comprised of the regulator’s pulse-width modulator,
LC filter, feedback divider, and associated circuitry
at the crossover frequency:

where VIN is the input voltage of the regulator, VRAMP is
the amplitude of the ramp in the pulse-width modulator,
VFB is the FB input voltage set-point (0.591V typically,
see the Electrical Characteristics table), and VOUT is
the desired output voltage.

The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = gM x RF

where gM is the transconductance of the error amplifier.

The total loop gain, which is the product of the modula-
tor gain and the error amplifier gain at fO, is 1.

So:

Solving for RF:

2) Set a midband zero (fZ1) at 0.75 x fPO (to cancel
one of the LC poles):
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requirements. Choose the small-signal components for
the error amplifier to achieve the desired closed-loop
bandwidth and phase margin.

To choose the appropriate compensation network type,
the power-supply poles and zeros, the zero crossover
frequency, and the type of the output capacitor must be
determined.

In a buck converter, the LC filter in the output stage intro-
duces a pair of complex poles at the following frequency:

The output capacitor introduces a zero at:

where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor.

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fO), where the loop
gain equals 1 (0dB) should be set below 1/10th of the
switching frequency:

Choosing a lower crossover frequency reduces the
effects of noise pick-up into the feedback loop, such as
jittery duty cycle.

To maintain a stable system, two stability criteria must
be met:

1) The phase shift at the crossover frequency fO, must
be less than 180°. In other words, the phase margin
of the loop must be greater than zero.

2) The gain at the frequency where the phase shift is 
-180° (gain margin) must be less than 1.

Maintain a phase margin of around 60° to achieve a
robust loop stability and well-behaved transient
response.

When using an electrolytic or large-ESR tantalum output
capacitor the capacitor ESR zero fZO typically occurs
between the LC poles and the crossover frequency fO
(fPO < fZO < fO). Choose Type II (PI—proportional-inte-
gral) compensation network.

When using a ceramic or low-ESR tantalum output
capacitor, the capacitor ESR zero typically occurs
above the desired crossover frequency fO, that is fPO <
fO < fZO. Choose Type III (PID—proportional, integral,
and derivative) compensation network.

Type II Compensation Network 
(Figure 3)

If fZO is lower than fO and close to fPO, the phase lead
of the capacitor ESR zero almost cancels the phase
loss of one of the complex poles of the LC filter around
the crossover frequency. Use a Type II compensation
network with a midband zero and a high-frequency
pole to stabilize the loop. In Figure 3, RF and CF intro-
duce a midband zero (fZ1). RF and CCF in the Type II
compensation network provide a high-frequency pole
(fP1), which mitigates the effects of the output high-fre-
quency ripple.

Follow the instructions below to calculate the component
values for the Type II compensation network in Figure 3:

1) Calculate the gain of the modulator (GAINMOD),
comprised of the regulator’s pulse-width modulator,
LC filter, feedback divider, and associated circuitry
at the crossover frequency:

where VIN is the input voltage of the regulator, VRAMP is
the amplitude of the ramp in the pulse-width modulator,
VFB is the FB input voltage set-point (0.591V typically,
see the Electrical Characteristics table), and VOUT is
the desired output voltage.

The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = gM x RF

where gM is the transconductance of the error amplifier.

The total loop gain, which is the product of the modula-
tor gain and the error amplifier gain at fO, is 1.

So:

Solving for RF:

2) Set a midband zero (fZ1) at 0.75 x fPO (to cancel
one of the LC poles):
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requirements. Choose the small-signal components for
the error amplifier to achieve the desired closed-loop
bandwidth and phase margin.

To choose the appropriate compensation network type,
the power-supply poles and zeros, the zero crossover
frequency, and the type of the output capacitor must be
determined.

In a buck converter, the LC filter in the output stage intro-
duces a pair of complex poles at the following frequency:

The output capacitor introduces a zero at:

where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor.

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fO), where the loop
gain equals 1 (0dB) should be set below 1/10th of the
switching frequency:

Choosing a lower crossover frequency reduces the
effects of noise pick-up into the feedback loop, such as
jittery duty cycle.

To maintain a stable system, two stability criteria must
be met:

1) The phase shift at the crossover frequency fO, must
be less than 180°. In other words, the phase margin
of the loop must be greater than zero.

2) The gain at the frequency where the phase shift is 
-180° (gain margin) must be less than 1.

Maintain a phase margin of around 60° to achieve a
robust loop stability and well-behaved transient
response.

When using an electrolytic or large-ESR tantalum output
capacitor the capacitor ESR zero fZO typically occurs
between the LC poles and the crossover frequency fO
(fPO < fZO < fO). Choose Type II (PI—proportional-inte-
gral) compensation network.

When using a ceramic or low-ESR tantalum output
capacitor, the capacitor ESR zero typically occurs
above the desired crossover frequency fO, that is fPO <
fO < fZO. Choose Type III (PID—proportional, integral,
and derivative) compensation network.

Type II Compensation Network 
(Figure 3)

If fZO is lower than fO and close to fPO, the phase lead
of the capacitor ESR zero almost cancels the phase
loss of one of the complex poles of the LC filter around
the crossover frequency. Use a Type II compensation
network with a midband zero and a high-frequency
pole to stabilize the loop. In Figure 3, RF and CF intro-
duce a midband zero (fZ1). RF and CCF in the Type II
compensation network provide a high-frequency pole
(fP1), which mitigates the effects of the output high-fre-
quency ripple.

Follow the instructions below to calculate the component
values for the Type II compensation network in Figure 3:

1) Calculate the gain of the modulator (GAINMOD),
comprised of the regulator’s pulse-width modulator,
LC filter, feedback divider, and associated circuitry
at the crossover frequency:

where VIN is the input voltage of the regulator, VRAMP is
the amplitude of the ramp in the pulse-width modulator,
VFB is the FB input voltage set-point (0.591V typically,
see the Electrical Characteristics table), and VOUT is
the desired output voltage.

The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = gM x RF

where gM is the transconductance of the error amplifier.

The total loop gain, which is the product of the modula-
tor gain and the error amplifier gain at fO, is 1.

So:

Solving for RF:

2) Set a midband zero (fZ1) at 0.75 x fPO (to cancel
one of the LC poles):
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requirements. Choose the small-signal components for
the error amplifier to achieve the desired closed-loop
bandwidth and phase margin.

To choose the appropriate compensation network type,
the power-supply poles and zeros, the zero crossover
frequency, and the type of the output capacitor must be
determined.

In a buck converter, the LC filter in the output stage intro-
duces a pair of complex poles at the following frequency:

The output capacitor introduces a zero at:

where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor.

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fO), where the loop
gain equals 1 (0dB) should be set below 1/10th of the
switching frequency:

Choosing a lower crossover frequency reduces the
effects of noise pick-up into the feedback loop, such as
jittery duty cycle.

To maintain a stable system, two stability criteria must
be met:

1) The phase shift at the crossover frequency fO, must
be less than 180°. In other words, the phase margin
of the loop must be greater than zero.

2) The gain at the frequency where the phase shift is 
-180° (gain margin) must be less than 1.

Maintain a phase margin of around 60° to achieve a
robust loop stability and well-behaved transient
response.

When using an electrolytic or large-ESR tantalum output
capacitor the capacitor ESR zero fZO typically occurs
between the LC poles and the crossover frequency fO
(fPO < fZO < fO). Choose Type II (PI—proportional-inte-
gral) compensation network.

When using a ceramic or low-ESR tantalum output
capacitor, the capacitor ESR zero typically occurs
above the desired crossover frequency fO, that is fPO <
fO < fZO. Choose Type III (PID—proportional, integral,
and derivative) compensation network.

Type II Compensation Network 
(Figure 3)

If fZO is lower than fO and close to fPO, the phase lead
of the capacitor ESR zero almost cancels the phase
loss of one of the complex poles of the LC filter around
the crossover frequency. Use a Type II compensation
network with a midband zero and a high-frequency
pole to stabilize the loop. In Figure 3, RF and CF intro-
duce a midband zero (fZ1). RF and CCF in the Type II
compensation network provide a high-frequency pole
(fP1), which mitigates the effects of the output high-fre-
quency ripple.

Follow the instructions below to calculate the component
values for the Type II compensation network in Figure 3:

1) Calculate the gain of the modulator (GAINMOD),
comprised of the regulator’s pulse-width modulator,
LC filter, feedback divider, and associated circuitry
at the crossover frequency:

where VIN is the input voltage of the regulator, VRAMP is
the amplitude of the ramp in the pulse-width modulator,
VFB is the FB input voltage set-point (0.591V typically,
see the Electrical Characteristics table), and VOUT is
the desired output voltage.

The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = gM x RF

where gM is the transconductance of the error amplifier.

The total loop gain, which is the product of the modula-
tor gain and the error amplifier gain at fO, is 1.

So:

Solving for RF:

2) Set a midband zero (fZ1) at 0.75 x fPO (to cancel
one of the LC poles):
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requirements. Choose the small-signal components for
the error amplifier to achieve the desired closed-loop
bandwidth and phase margin.

To choose the appropriate compensation network type,
the power-supply poles and zeros, the zero crossover
frequency, and the type of the output capacitor must be
determined.

In a buck converter, the LC filter in the output stage intro-
duces a pair of complex poles at the following frequency:

The output capacitor introduces a zero at:

where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor.

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fO), where the loop
gain equals 1 (0dB) should be set below 1/10th of the
switching frequency:

Choosing a lower crossover frequency reduces the
effects of noise pick-up into the feedback loop, such as
jittery duty cycle.

To maintain a stable system, two stability criteria must
be met:

1) The phase shift at the crossover frequency fO, must
be less than 180°. In other words, the phase margin
of the loop must be greater than zero.

2) The gain at the frequency where the phase shift is 
-180° (gain margin) must be less than 1.

Maintain a phase margin of around 60° to achieve a
robust loop stability and well-behaved transient
response.

When using an electrolytic or large-ESR tantalum output
capacitor the capacitor ESR zero fZO typically occurs
between the LC poles and the crossover frequency fO
(fPO < fZO < fO). Choose Type II (PI—proportional-inte-
gral) compensation network.

When using a ceramic or low-ESR tantalum output
capacitor, the capacitor ESR zero typically occurs
above the desired crossover frequency fO, that is fPO <
fO < fZO. Choose Type III (PID—proportional, integral,
and derivative) compensation network.

Type II Compensation Network 
(Figure 3)

If fZO is lower than fO and close to fPO, the phase lead
of the capacitor ESR zero almost cancels the phase
loss of one of the complex poles of the LC filter around
the crossover frequency. Use a Type II compensation
network with a midband zero and a high-frequency
pole to stabilize the loop. In Figure 3, RF and CF intro-
duce a midband zero (fZ1). RF and CCF in the Type II
compensation network provide a high-frequency pole
(fP1), which mitigates the effects of the output high-fre-
quency ripple.

Follow the instructions below to calculate the component
values for the Type II compensation network in Figure 3:

1) Calculate the gain of the modulator (GAINMOD),
comprised of the regulator’s pulse-width modulator,
LC filter, feedback divider, and associated circuitry
at the crossover frequency:

where VIN is the input voltage of the regulator, VRAMP is
the amplitude of the ramp in the pulse-width modulator,
VFB is the FB input voltage set-point (0.591V typically,
see the Electrical Characteristics table), and VOUT is
the desired output voltage.

The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = gM x RF

where gM is the transconductance of the error amplifier.

The total loop gain, which is the product of the modula-
tor gain and the error amplifier gain at fO, is 1.

So:

Solving for RF:

2) Set a midband zero (fZ1) at 0.75 x fPO (to cancel
one of the LC poles):
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requirements. Choose the small-signal components for
the error amplifier to achieve the desired closed-loop
bandwidth and phase margin.

To choose the appropriate compensation network type,
the power-supply poles and zeros, the zero crossover
frequency, and the type of the output capacitor must be
determined.

In a buck converter, the LC filter in the output stage intro-
duces a pair of complex poles at the following frequency:

The output capacitor introduces a zero at:

where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor.

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fO), where the loop
gain equals 1 (0dB) should be set below 1/10th of the
switching frequency:

Choosing a lower crossover frequency reduces the
effects of noise pick-up into the feedback loop, such as
jittery duty cycle.

To maintain a stable system, two stability criteria must
be met:

1) The phase shift at the crossover frequency fO, must
be less than 180°. In other words, the phase margin
of the loop must be greater than zero.

2) The gain at the frequency where the phase shift is 
-180° (gain margin) must be less than 1.

Maintain a phase margin of around 60° to achieve a
robust loop stability and well-behaved transient
response.

When using an electrolytic or large-ESR tantalum output
capacitor the capacitor ESR zero fZO typically occurs
between the LC poles and the crossover frequency fO
(fPO < fZO < fO). Choose Type II (PI—proportional-inte-
gral) compensation network.

When using a ceramic or low-ESR tantalum output
capacitor, the capacitor ESR zero typically occurs
above the desired crossover frequency fO, that is fPO <
fO < fZO. Choose Type III (PID—proportional, integral,
and derivative) compensation network.

Type II Compensation Network 
(Figure 3)

If fZO is lower than fO and close to fPO, the phase lead
of the capacitor ESR zero almost cancels the phase
loss of one of the complex poles of the LC filter around
the crossover frequency. Use a Type II compensation
network with a midband zero and a high-frequency
pole to stabilize the loop. In Figure 3, RF and CF intro-
duce a midband zero (fZ1). RF and CCF in the Type II
compensation network provide a high-frequency pole
(fP1), which mitigates the effects of the output high-fre-
quency ripple.

Follow the instructions below to calculate the component
values for the Type II compensation network in Figure 3:

1) Calculate the gain of the modulator (GAINMOD),
comprised of the regulator’s pulse-width modulator,
LC filter, feedback divider, and associated circuitry
at the crossover frequency:

where VIN is the input voltage of the regulator, VRAMP is
the amplitude of the ramp in the pulse-width modulator,
VFB is the FB input voltage set-point (0.591V typically,
see the Electrical Characteristics table), and VOUT is
the desired output voltage.

The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = gM x RF

where gM is the transconductance of the error amplifier.

The total loop gain, which is the product of the modula-
tor gain and the error amplifier gain at fO, is 1.

So:

Solving for RF:

2) Set a midband zero (fZ1) at 0.75 x fPO (to cancel
one of the LC poles):
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根据ESR零点(fZO)的具体位置，fP2可用于抵消fZO，或提
供额外的高频输出纹波衰减： 

fP3用于衰减高频输出纹波。

零点和极点位置应使相位裕量峰值出现在fO附近。

确保RF>>2/gM和R1、R2的并联电阻，R1应大于1/gM。否 
则，将在频响中引入180°相移，造成环路不稳定。 

推荐采用下列步骤设计：

1)  RF ≥ 10kΩ时，在0.8 x fPO处放置第一个零点(fZ1)：

因此：

2)  由脉宽调制器、LC滤波器、反馈分压器以及相关
的电路组成的调制器在系统单位增益频率处的增益
(GAINMOD)为：

计算CF：

3)  在fP1 = 0.5 x fSW处放置一个高频极点(用于衰减开关频
率fSW处的纹波)，然后用下式计算CCF：

III类补偿网络(见图4)
如果所使用的输出电容为低ESR钽电容或陶瓷电容，ESR
引入的零点频率通常高于目标单位增益频率(fO)。采用III类
补偿。 III类补偿能够在以下频率提供三个极点和两个零点：

两个中频零点(fZ1与fZ2)可抵消LC滤波器引入的一对复数极
点：

fP1 = 0

fP1在零频处(积分器)引入一个极点，主要用于消除直流输
出电压误差：
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Solving for CF:

3) Place a high-frequency pole at fP1 = 0.5 x fSW (to
attenuate the ripple at the switching frequency, fSW)
and calculate CCF using the following equation:

Type III Compensation Network 
(See Figure 4)

When using a low-ESR tantalum or ceramic type, the
ESR-induced zero frequency is usually above the tar-
geted zero crossover frequency (fO). Use Type III com-
pensation. Type III compensation provides three poles
and two zeros at the following frequencies:

Two midband zeros (fZ1 and fZ2) cancel the pair of
complex poles introduced by the LC filter:

fP1 = 0

fP1 introduces a pole at zero frequency (integrator) for
nulling DC output voltage errors:

Depending on the location of the ESR zero (fZO), use
fP2 to cancel fZO, or to provide additional attenuation of
the high-frequency output ripple:

fP3 attenuates the high-frequency output ripple.

Place the zeros and poles so the phase margin peaks
around fO.

Ensure that RF>>2/gM and the parallel resistance of R1,
R2, and RI is greater than 1/gM. Otherwise, a 180°
phase shift is introduced to the response making the
loop unstable.

Use the following compensation procedure:

1) With RF ≥ 10kΩ, place the first zero (fZ1) at 0.8 x fPO.

So:

2) The gain of the modulator (GAINMOD), comprises
the pulse-width modulator, LC filter, feedback
divider, and associated circuitry at the crossover
frequency is:
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Figure 3. Type II Compensation Network
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Figure 4. Type III Compensation Network
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Solving for CF:

3) Place a high-frequency pole at fP1 = 0.5 x fSW (to
attenuate the ripple at the switching frequency, fSW)
and calculate CCF using the following equation:

Type III Compensation Network 
(See Figure 4)

When using a low-ESR tantalum or ceramic type, the
ESR-induced zero frequency is usually above the tar-
geted zero crossover frequency (fO). Use Type III com-
pensation. Type III compensation provides three poles
and two zeros at the following frequencies:

Two midband zeros (fZ1 and fZ2) cancel the pair of
complex poles introduced by the LC filter:

fP1 = 0

fP1 introduces a pole at zero frequency (integrator) for
nulling DC output voltage errors:

Depending on the location of the ESR zero (fZO), use
fP2 to cancel fZO, or to provide additional attenuation of
the high-frequency output ripple:

fP3 attenuates the high-frequency output ripple.

Place the zeros and poles so the phase margin peaks
around fO.

Ensure that RF>>2/gM and the parallel resistance of R1,
R2, and RI is greater than 1/gM. Otherwise, a 180°
phase shift is introduced to the response making the
loop unstable.

Use the following compensation procedure:

1) With RF ≥ 10kΩ, place the first zero (fZ1) at 0.8 x fPO.

So:

2) The gain of the modulator (GAINMOD), comprises
the pulse-width modulator, LC filter, feedback
divider, and associated circuitry at the crossover
frequency is:
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Solving for CF:

3) Place a high-frequency pole at fP1 = 0.5 x fSW (to
attenuate the ripple at the switching frequency, fSW)
and calculate CCF using the following equation:

Type III Compensation Network 
(See Figure 4)

When using a low-ESR tantalum or ceramic type, the
ESR-induced zero frequency is usually above the tar-
geted zero crossover frequency (fO). Use Type III com-
pensation. Type III compensation provides three poles
and two zeros at the following frequencies:

Two midband zeros (fZ1 and fZ2) cancel the pair of
complex poles introduced by the LC filter:

fP1 = 0

fP1 introduces a pole at zero frequency (integrator) for
nulling DC output voltage errors:

Depending on the location of the ESR zero (fZO), use
fP2 to cancel fZO, or to provide additional attenuation of
the high-frequency output ripple:

fP3 attenuates the high-frequency output ripple.

Place the zeros and poles so the phase margin peaks
around fO.

Ensure that RF>>2/gM and the parallel resistance of R1,
R2, and RI is greater than 1/gM. Otherwise, a 180°
phase shift is introduced to the response making the
loop unstable.

Use the following compensation procedure:

1) With RF ≥ 10kΩ, place the first zero (fZ1) at 0.8 x fPO.

So:

2) The gain of the modulator (GAINMOD), comprises
the pulse-width modulator, LC filter, feedback
divider, and associated circuitry at the crossover
frequency is:
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Solving for CF:

3) Place a high-frequency pole at fP1 = 0.5 x fSW (to
attenuate the ripple at the switching frequency, fSW)
and calculate CCF using the following equation:

Type III Compensation Network 
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When using a low-ESR tantalum or ceramic type, the
ESR-induced zero frequency is usually above the tar-
geted zero crossover frequency (fO). Use Type III com-
pensation. Type III compensation provides three poles
and two zeros at the following frequencies:

Two midband zeros (fZ1 and fZ2) cancel the pair of
complex poles introduced by the LC filter:

fP1 = 0

fP1 introduces a pole at zero frequency (integrator) for
nulling DC output voltage errors:

Depending on the location of the ESR zero (fZO), use
fP2 to cancel fZO, or to provide additional attenuation of
the high-frequency output ripple:

fP3 attenuates the high-frequency output ripple.

Place the zeros and poles so the phase margin peaks
around fO.

Ensure that RF>>2/gM and the parallel resistance of R1,
R2, and RI is greater than 1/gM. Otherwise, a 180°
phase shift is introduced to the response making the
loop unstable.

Use the following compensation procedure:

1) With RF ≥ 10kΩ, place the first zero (fZ1) at 0.8 x fPO.

So:

2) The gain of the modulator (GAINMOD), comprises
the pulse-width modulator, LC filter, feedback
divider, and associated circuitry at the crossover
frequency is:
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Solving for CF:

3) Place a high-frequency pole at fP1 = 0.5 x fSW (to
attenuate the ripple at the switching frequency, fSW)
and calculate CCF using the following equation:

Type III Compensation Network 
(See Figure 4)

When using a low-ESR tantalum or ceramic type, the
ESR-induced zero frequency is usually above the tar-
geted zero crossover frequency (fO). Use Type III com-
pensation. Type III compensation provides three poles
and two zeros at the following frequencies:

Two midband zeros (fZ1 and fZ2) cancel the pair of
complex poles introduced by the LC filter:

fP1 = 0

fP1 introduces a pole at zero frequency (integrator) for
nulling DC output voltage errors:

Depending on the location of the ESR zero (fZO), use
fP2 to cancel fZO, or to provide additional attenuation of
the high-frequency output ripple:

fP3 attenuates the high-frequency output ripple.

Place the zeros and poles so the phase margin peaks
around fO.

Ensure that RF>>2/gM and the parallel resistance of R1,
R2, and RI is greater than 1/gM. Otherwise, a 180°
phase shift is introduced to the response making the
loop unstable.

Use the following compensation procedure:

1) With RF ≥ 10kΩ, place the first zero (fZ1) at 0.8 x fPO.

So:

2) The gain of the modulator (GAINMOD), comprises
the pulse-width modulator, LC filter, feedback
divider, and associated circuitry at the crossover
frequency is:
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Solving for CF:

3) Place a high-frequency pole at fP1 = 0.5 x fSW (to
attenuate the ripple at the switching frequency, fSW)
and calculate CCF using the following equation:

Type III Compensation Network 
(See Figure 4)

When using a low-ESR tantalum or ceramic type, the
ESR-induced zero frequency is usually above the tar-
geted zero crossover frequency (fO). Use Type III com-
pensation. Type III compensation provides three poles
and two zeros at the following frequencies:

Two midband zeros (fZ1 and fZ2) cancel the pair of
complex poles introduced by the LC filter:

fP1 = 0

fP1 introduces a pole at zero frequency (integrator) for
nulling DC output voltage errors:

Depending on the location of the ESR zero (fZO), use
fP2 to cancel fZO, or to provide additional attenuation of
the high-frequency output ripple:

fP3 attenuates the high-frequency output ripple.

Place the zeros and poles so the phase margin peaks
around fO.

Ensure that RF>>2/gM and the parallel resistance of R1,
R2, and RI is greater than 1/gM. Otherwise, a 180°
phase shift is introduced to the response making the
loop unstable.

Use the following compensation procedure:

1) With RF ≥ 10kΩ, place the first zero (fZ1) at 0.8 x fPO.

So:

2) The gain of the modulator (GAINMOD), comprises
the pulse-width modulator, LC filter, feedback
divider, and associated circuitry at the crossover
frequency is:
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Solving for CF:

3) Place a high-frequency pole at fP1 = 0.5 x fSW (to
attenuate the ripple at the switching frequency, fSW)
and calculate CCF using the following equation:

Type III Compensation Network 
(See Figure 4)

When using a low-ESR tantalum or ceramic type, the
ESR-induced zero frequency is usually above the tar-
geted zero crossover frequency (fO). Use Type III com-
pensation. Type III compensation provides three poles
and two zeros at the following frequencies:

Two midband zeros (fZ1 and fZ2) cancel the pair of
complex poles introduced by the LC filter:

fP1 = 0

fP1 introduces a pole at zero frequency (integrator) for
nulling DC output voltage errors:

Depending on the location of the ESR zero (fZO), use
fP2 to cancel fZO, or to provide additional attenuation of
the high-frequency output ripple:

fP3 attenuates the high-frequency output ripple.

Place the zeros and poles so the phase margin peaks
around fO.

Ensure that RF>>2/gM and the parallel resistance of R1,
R2, and RI is greater than 1/gM. Otherwise, a 180°
phase shift is introduced to the response making the
loop unstable.

Use the following compensation procedure:

1) With RF ≥ 10kΩ, place the first zero (fZ1) at 0.8 x fPO.

So:

2) The gain of the modulator (GAINMOD), comprises
the pulse-width modulator, LC filter, feedback
divider, and associated circuitry at the crossover
frequency is:
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Solving for CF:

3) Place a high-frequency pole at fP1 = 0.5 x fSW (to
attenuate the ripple at the switching frequency, fSW)
and calculate CCF using the following equation:

Type III Compensation Network 
(See Figure 4)

When using a low-ESR tantalum or ceramic type, the
ESR-induced zero frequency is usually above the tar-
geted zero crossover frequency (fO). Use Type III com-
pensation. Type III compensation provides three poles
and two zeros at the following frequencies:

Two midband zeros (fZ1 and fZ2) cancel the pair of
complex poles introduced by the LC filter:

fP1 = 0

fP1 introduces a pole at zero frequency (integrator) for
nulling DC output voltage errors:

Depending on the location of the ESR zero (fZO), use
fP2 to cancel fZO, or to provide additional attenuation of
the high-frequency output ripple:

fP3 attenuates the high-frequency output ripple.

Place the zeros and poles so the phase margin peaks
around fO.

Ensure that RF>>2/gM and the parallel resistance of R1,
R2, and RI is greater than 1/gM. Otherwise, a 180°
phase shift is introduced to the response making the
loop unstable.

Use the following compensation procedure:

1) With RF ≥ 10kΩ, place the first zero (fZ1) at 0.8 x fPO.

So:

2) The gain of the modulator (GAINMOD), comprises
the pulse-width modulator, LC filter, feedback
divider, and associated circuitry at the crossover
frequency is:
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5)  在1/2的开关频率处放置第三个极点(fP3)，并计算CCF：

6)  计算R2：

MOSFET选择
MAX15026降压控制器可驱动两个外部逻辑电平控制的n
沟道MOSFET。选择此类MOSFET的关键参数包括：

 ●  导通电阻(RDS(ON))

 ●  最大漏-源电压(VDS(MAX))

 ●  最小门限电压(VTH(MIN))

 ●  总栅极电荷(QG)

 ●  反向传输电容(CRSS)

 ●  功耗

两个n沟道MOSFET必须为逻辑电平控制型，能够在
VGS = 4.5V时确保导通电阻满足要求。为了获得最大效
率，应选择传导损耗等于典型输入电压下开关损耗的高
边MOSFET。确保最低输入电压下的传导损耗不超过
MOSFET封装的散热极限，或整体的散热容限。此外，还
应确保最大输入电压下的传导损耗加上开关损耗不会超出
封装的额定值或总体的散热容限。确保DL栅极驱动器能
够驱动低边MOSFET。尤其要确保高边MOSFET导通时
产生的dv/dt不会通过低边MOSFET的漏-栅电容上拉低边
MOSFET的栅极，这是产生交叉导通的关键因素。

当驱动器电流来自内部LDO稳压器，则必须考虑因驱动损
耗产生的功耗。须仔细选择每个MOSFET，使总栅极电荷
足够低，由此保证VCC足以支持两个驱动器的供电，而不
会使器件过热：

PDRIVE = VCC x QG_TOTAL x fSW

其中，QG_TOTAL为两个外部MOSFET的栅极电荷之和。

误差放大器在中频处的增益(GAINEA)为：

调制器和误差放大器在fO处的增益乘积构成总环路增益，
应等于1。

因此：

计算CI：

3)  如果fPO < fO < fZO < fSW/2，则使用第二个极点(fP2)抵
消fZO。这样，环路增益曲线的波特图就不会在0dB单位
增益频率后立即变得平坦，而会保持-20dB/十倍频程的
滚降直到1/2的开关频率。如果输出电容采用低ESR钽电
容，就很可能发生这种情况。设置fP2 = fZO。

如果使用陶瓷电容，那么电容的ESR零点fZO很可能位于
1/2的开关频率以上，即：fPO < fO < fSW/2 < fZO。这种情
况下，为了不明显影响单位增益频率处的相位裕量，应将
第二个极点(fP2)放置在足够高的频率。例如，可以设置在5 
x fO，这样在单位增益频率(fO)处引起的相位损失仅为11°
左右：

fP2 = 5 x fPO

一旦得到fP2值，即可计算RI：

4)  在0.2 x fO或fPO中较低的频率处放置第二个零点(fZ2)，
利用下式计算R1：
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The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = 2π x fO x C1 x RF

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator gain
and the error amplifier gain at fO is 1.

So:

Solving for CI:

3) Use the second pole (fP2) to cancel fZO when fPO <
fO < fZO < fSW/2. The frequency response of the
loop gain does not flatten out soon after the 0dB
crossover, and maintains a -20dB/decade slope up
to 1/2 of the switching frequency. This is likely to
occur if the output capacitor is a low-ESR tantalum.
Set fP2 = fZO.

When using a ceramic capacitor, the capacitor ESR
zero fZO is likely to be located even above 1/2 the
switching frequency, fPO < fO < fSW/2 < fZO. In this
case, place the frequency of the second pole (fP2) high
enough to not significantly erode the phase margin at
the crossover frequency. For example, set fP2 at 5 x fO
so that the contribution to phase loss at the crossover
frequency fO is only about 11°:

fP2 = 5 x fPO

Once fP2 is known, calculate RI:

4) Place the second zero (fZ2) at 0.2 x fO or at fPO,
whichever is lower, and calculate R1 using the fol-
lowing equation:

5) Place the third pole (fP3) at 1/2 the switching fre-
quency and calculate CCF:

6) Calculate R2 as:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX15026 step-down controller drives two external
logic-level n-channel MOSFETs. The key selection
parameters to choose these MOSFETs include:

• On-Resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum Drain-to-Source Voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum Threshold Voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total Gate Charge (QG)

• Reverse Transfer Capacitance (CRSS)

• Power Dissipation

The two n-channel MOSFETs must be a logic-level type
with guaranteed on-resistance specifications at VGS =
4.5V. For maximum efficiency, choose a high-side
MOSFET that has conduction losses equal to the
switching losses at the typical input voltage. Ensure
that the conduction losses at minimum input voltage do
not exceed the MOSFET package thermal limits, or vio-
late the overall thermal budget. Also, ensure that the
conduction losses plus switching losses at the maxi-
mum input voltage do not exceed package ratings or
violate the overall thermal budget. Ensure that the DL
gate driver can drive the low-side MOSFET. In particu-
lar, check that the dv/dt caused by the high-side
MOSFET turning on does not pull up the low-side
MOSFET gate through the drain-to-gate capacitance
of the low-side MOSFET, which is the most frequent
cause of cross-conduction problems.

Check power dissipation when using the internal linear
regulator to power the gate drivers. Select MOSFETs
with low gate charge so that VCC can power both dri-
vers without overheating the device.

PDRIVE = VCC x QG_TOTAL x fSW

where QG_TOTAL is the sum of the gate charges of the
two external MOSFETs.
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The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = 2π x fO x C1 x RF

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator gain
and the error amplifier gain at fO is 1.

So:

Solving for CI:

3) Use the second pole (fP2) to cancel fZO when fPO <
fO < fZO < fSW/2. The frequency response of the
loop gain does not flatten out soon after the 0dB
crossover, and maintains a -20dB/decade slope up
to 1/2 of the switching frequency. This is likely to
occur if the output capacitor is a low-ESR tantalum.
Set fP2 = fZO.

When using a ceramic capacitor, the capacitor ESR
zero fZO is likely to be located even above 1/2 the
switching frequency, fPO < fO < fSW/2 < fZO. In this
case, place the frequency of the second pole (fP2) high
enough to not significantly erode the phase margin at
the crossover frequency. For example, set fP2 at 5 x fO
so that the contribution to phase loss at the crossover
frequency fO is only about 11°:

fP2 = 5 x fPO

Once fP2 is known, calculate RI:

4) Place the second zero (fZ2) at 0.2 x fO or at fPO,
whichever is lower, and calculate R1 using the fol-
lowing equation:

5) Place the third pole (fP3) at 1/2 the switching fre-
quency and calculate CCF:

6) Calculate R2 as:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX15026 step-down controller drives two external
logic-level n-channel MOSFETs. The key selection
parameters to choose these MOSFETs include:

• On-Resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum Drain-to-Source Voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum Threshold Voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total Gate Charge (QG)

• Reverse Transfer Capacitance (CRSS)

• Power Dissipation

The two n-channel MOSFETs must be a logic-level type
with guaranteed on-resistance specifications at VGS =
4.5V. For maximum efficiency, choose a high-side
MOSFET that has conduction losses equal to the
switching losses at the typical input voltage. Ensure
that the conduction losses at minimum input voltage do
not exceed the MOSFET package thermal limits, or vio-
late the overall thermal budget. Also, ensure that the
conduction losses plus switching losses at the maxi-
mum input voltage do not exceed package ratings or
violate the overall thermal budget. Ensure that the DL
gate driver can drive the low-side MOSFET. In particu-
lar, check that the dv/dt caused by the high-side
MOSFET turning on does not pull up the low-side
MOSFET gate through the drain-to-gate capacitance
of the low-side MOSFET, which is the most frequent
cause of cross-conduction problems.

Check power dissipation when using the internal linear
regulator to power the gate drivers. Select MOSFETs
with low gate charge so that VCC can power both dri-
vers without overheating the device.

PDRIVE = VCC x QG_TOTAL x fSW

where QG_TOTAL is the sum of the gate charges of the
two external MOSFETs.
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The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = 2π x fO x C1 x RF

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator gain
and the error amplifier gain at fO is 1.

So:

Solving for CI:

3) Use the second pole (fP2) to cancel fZO when fPO <
fO < fZO < fSW/2. The frequency response of the
loop gain does not flatten out soon after the 0dB
crossover, and maintains a -20dB/decade slope up
to 1/2 of the switching frequency. This is likely to
occur if the output capacitor is a low-ESR tantalum.
Set fP2 = fZO.

When using a ceramic capacitor, the capacitor ESR
zero fZO is likely to be located even above 1/2 the
switching frequency, fPO < fO < fSW/2 < fZO. In this
case, place the frequency of the second pole (fP2) high
enough to not significantly erode the phase margin at
the crossover frequency. For example, set fP2 at 5 x fO
so that the contribution to phase loss at the crossover
frequency fO is only about 11°:

fP2 = 5 x fPO

Once fP2 is known, calculate RI:

4) Place the second zero (fZ2) at 0.2 x fO or at fPO,
whichever is lower, and calculate R1 using the fol-
lowing equation:

5) Place the third pole (fP3) at 1/2 the switching fre-
quency and calculate CCF:

6) Calculate R2 as:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX15026 step-down controller drives two external
logic-level n-channel MOSFETs. The key selection
parameters to choose these MOSFETs include:

• On-Resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum Drain-to-Source Voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum Threshold Voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total Gate Charge (QG)

• Reverse Transfer Capacitance (CRSS)

• Power Dissipation

The two n-channel MOSFETs must be a logic-level type
with guaranteed on-resistance specifications at VGS =
4.5V. For maximum efficiency, choose a high-side
MOSFET that has conduction losses equal to the
switching losses at the typical input voltage. Ensure
that the conduction losses at minimum input voltage do
not exceed the MOSFET package thermal limits, or vio-
late the overall thermal budget. Also, ensure that the
conduction losses plus switching losses at the maxi-
mum input voltage do not exceed package ratings or
violate the overall thermal budget. Ensure that the DL
gate driver can drive the low-side MOSFET. In particu-
lar, check that the dv/dt caused by the high-side
MOSFET turning on does not pull up the low-side
MOSFET gate through the drain-to-gate capacitance
of the low-side MOSFET, which is the most frequent
cause of cross-conduction problems.

Check power dissipation when using the internal linear
regulator to power the gate drivers. Select MOSFETs
with low gate charge so that VCC can power both dri-
vers without overheating the device.

PDRIVE = VCC x QG_TOTAL x fSW

where QG_TOTAL is the sum of the gate charges of the
two external MOSFETs.
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The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = 2π x fO x C1 x RF

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator gain
and the error amplifier gain at fO is 1.

So:

Solving for CI:

3) Use the second pole (fP2) to cancel fZO when fPO <
fO < fZO < fSW/2. The frequency response of the
loop gain does not flatten out soon after the 0dB
crossover, and maintains a -20dB/decade slope up
to 1/2 of the switching frequency. This is likely to
occur if the output capacitor is a low-ESR tantalum.
Set fP2 = fZO.

When using a ceramic capacitor, the capacitor ESR
zero fZO is likely to be located even above 1/2 the
switching frequency, fPO < fO < fSW/2 < fZO. In this
case, place the frequency of the second pole (fP2) high
enough to not significantly erode the phase margin at
the crossover frequency. For example, set fP2 at 5 x fO
so that the contribution to phase loss at the crossover
frequency fO is only about 11°:

fP2 = 5 x fPO

Once fP2 is known, calculate RI:

4) Place the second zero (fZ2) at 0.2 x fO or at fPO,
whichever is lower, and calculate R1 using the fol-
lowing equation:

5) Place the third pole (fP3) at 1/2 the switching fre-
quency and calculate CCF:

6) Calculate R2 as:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX15026 step-down controller drives two external
logic-level n-channel MOSFETs. The key selection
parameters to choose these MOSFETs include:

• On-Resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum Drain-to-Source Voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum Threshold Voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total Gate Charge (QG)

• Reverse Transfer Capacitance (CRSS)

• Power Dissipation

The two n-channel MOSFETs must be a logic-level type
with guaranteed on-resistance specifications at VGS =
4.5V. For maximum efficiency, choose a high-side
MOSFET that has conduction losses equal to the
switching losses at the typical input voltage. Ensure
that the conduction losses at minimum input voltage do
not exceed the MOSFET package thermal limits, or vio-
late the overall thermal budget. Also, ensure that the
conduction losses plus switching losses at the maxi-
mum input voltage do not exceed package ratings or
violate the overall thermal budget. Ensure that the DL
gate driver can drive the low-side MOSFET. In particu-
lar, check that the dv/dt caused by the high-side
MOSFET turning on does not pull up the low-side
MOSFET gate through the drain-to-gate capacitance
of the low-side MOSFET, which is the most frequent
cause of cross-conduction problems.

Check power dissipation when using the internal linear
regulator to power the gate drivers. Select MOSFETs
with low gate charge so that VCC can power both dri-
vers without overheating the device.

PDRIVE = VCC x QG_TOTAL x fSW

where QG_TOTAL is the sum of the gate charges of the
two external MOSFETs.
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The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = 2π x fO x C1 x RF

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator gain
and the error amplifier gain at fO is 1.

So:

Solving for CI:

3) Use the second pole (fP2) to cancel fZO when fPO <
fO < fZO < fSW/2. The frequency response of the
loop gain does not flatten out soon after the 0dB
crossover, and maintains a -20dB/decade slope up
to 1/2 of the switching frequency. This is likely to
occur if the output capacitor is a low-ESR tantalum.
Set fP2 = fZO.

When using a ceramic capacitor, the capacitor ESR
zero fZO is likely to be located even above 1/2 the
switching frequency, fPO < fO < fSW/2 < fZO. In this
case, place the frequency of the second pole (fP2) high
enough to not significantly erode the phase margin at
the crossover frequency. For example, set fP2 at 5 x fO
so that the contribution to phase loss at the crossover
frequency fO is only about 11°:

fP2 = 5 x fPO

Once fP2 is known, calculate RI:

4) Place the second zero (fZ2) at 0.2 x fO or at fPO,
whichever is lower, and calculate R1 using the fol-
lowing equation:

5) Place the third pole (fP3) at 1/2 the switching fre-
quency and calculate CCF:

6) Calculate R2 as:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX15026 step-down controller drives two external
logic-level n-channel MOSFETs. The key selection
parameters to choose these MOSFETs include:

• On-Resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum Drain-to-Source Voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum Threshold Voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total Gate Charge (QG)

• Reverse Transfer Capacitance (CRSS)

• Power Dissipation

The two n-channel MOSFETs must be a logic-level type
with guaranteed on-resistance specifications at VGS =
4.5V. For maximum efficiency, choose a high-side
MOSFET that has conduction losses equal to the
switching losses at the typical input voltage. Ensure
that the conduction losses at minimum input voltage do
not exceed the MOSFET package thermal limits, or vio-
late the overall thermal budget. Also, ensure that the
conduction losses plus switching losses at the maxi-
mum input voltage do not exceed package ratings or
violate the overall thermal budget. Ensure that the DL
gate driver can drive the low-side MOSFET. In particu-
lar, check that the dv/dt caused by the high-side
MOSFET turning on does not pull up the low-side
MOSFET gate through the drain-to-gate capacitance
of the low-side MOSFET, which is the most frequent
cause of cross-conduction problems.

Check power dissipation when using the internal linear
regulator to power the gate drivers. Select MOSFETs
with low gate charge so that VCC can power both dri-
vers without overheating the device.

PDRIVE = VCC x QG_TOTAL x fSW

where QG_TOTAL is the sum of the gate charges of the
two external MOSFETs.
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The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = 2π x fO x C1 x RF

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator gain
and the error amplifier gain at fO is 1.

So:

Solving for CI:

3) Use the second pole (fP2) to cancel fZO when fPO <
fO < fZO < fSW/2. The frequency response of the
loop gain does not flatten out soon after the 0dB
crossover, and maintains a -20dB/decade slope up
to 1/2 of the switching frequency. This is likely to
occur if the output capacitor is a low-ESR tantalum.
Set fP2 = fZO.

When using a ceramic capacitor, the capacitor ESR
zero fZO is likely to be located even above 1/2 the
switching frequency, fPO < fO < fSW/2 < fZO. In this
case, place the frequency of the second pole (fP2) high
enough to not significantly erode the phase margin at
the crossover frequency. For example, set fP2 at 5 x fO
so that the contribution to phase loss at the crossover
frequency fO is only about 11°:

fP2 = 5 x fPO

Once fP2 is known, calculate RI:

4) Place the second zero (fZ2) at 0.2 x fO or at fPO,
whichever is lower, and calculate R1 using the fol-
lowing equation:

5) Place the third pole (fP3) at 1/2 the switching fre-
quency and calculate CCF:

6) Calculate R2 as:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX15026 step-down controller drives two external
logic-level n-channel MOSFETs. The key selection
parameters to choose these MOSFETs include:

• On-Resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum Drain-to-Source Voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum Threshold Voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total Gate Charge (QG)

• Reverse Transfer Capacitance (CRSS)

• Power Dissipation

The two n-channel MOSFETs must be a logic-level type
with guaranteed on-resistance specifications at VGS =
4.5V. For maximum efficiency, choose a high-side
MOSFET that has conduction losses equal to the
switching losses at the typical input voltage. Ensure
that the conduction losses at minimum input voltage do
not exceed the MOSFET package thermal limits, or vio-
late the overall thermal budget. Also, ensure that the
conduction losses plus switching losses at the maxi-
mum input voltage do not exceed package ratings or
violate the overall thermal budget. Ensure that the DL
gate driver can drive the low-side MOSFET. In particu-
lar, check that the dv/dt caused by the high-side
MOSFET turning on does not pull up the low-side
MOSFET gate through the drain-to-gate capacitance
of the low-side MOSFET, which is the most frequent
cause of cross-conduction problems.

Check power dissipation when using the internal linear
regulator to power the gate drivers. Select MOSFETs
with low gate charge so that VCC can power both dri-
vers without overheating the device.

PDRIVE = VCC x QG_TOTAL x fSW

where QG_TOTAL is the sum of the gate charges of the
two external MOSFETs.
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The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = 2π x fO x C1 x RF

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator gain
and the error amplifier gain at fO is 1.

So:

Solving for CI:

3) Use the second pole (fP2) to cancel fZO when fPO <
fO < fZO < fSW/2. The frequency response of the
loop gain does not flatten out soon after the 0dB
crossover, and maintains a -20dB/decade slope up
to 1/2 of the switching frequency. This is likely to
occur if the output capacitor is a low-ESR tantalum.
Set fP2 = fZO.

When using a ceramic capacitor, the capacitor ESR
zero fZO is likely to be located even above 1/2 the
switching frequency, fPO < fO < fSW/2 < fZO. In this
case, place the frequency of the second pole (fP2) high
enough to not significantly erode the phase margin at
the crossover frequency. For example, set fP2 at 5 x fO
so that the contribution to phase loss at the crossover
frequency fO is only about 11°:

fP2 = 5 x fPO

Once fP2 is known, calculate RI:

4) Place the second zero (fZ2) at 0.2 x fO or at fPO,
whichever is lower, and calculate R1 using the fol-
lowing equation:

5) Place the third pole (fP3) at 1/2 the switching fre-
quency and calculate CCF:

6) Calculate R2 as:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX15026 step-down controller drives two external
logic-level n-channel MOSFETs. The key selection
parameters to choose these MOSFETs include:

• On-Resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum Drain-to-Source Voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum Threshold Voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total Gate Charge (QG)

• Reverse Transfer Capacitance (CRSS)

• Power Dissipation

The two n-channel MOSFETs must be a logic-level type
with guaranteed on-resistance specifications at VGS =
4.5V. For maximum efficiency, choose a high-side
MOSFET that has conduction losses equal to the
switching losses at the typical input voltage. Ensure
that the conduction losses at minimum input voltage do
not exceed the MOSFET package thermal limits, or vio-
late the overall thermal budget. Also, ensure that the
conduction losses plus switching losses at the maxi-
mum input voltage do not exceed package ratings or
violate the overall thermal budget. Ensure that the DL
gate driver can drive the low-side MOSFET. In particu-
lar, check that the dv/dt caused by the high-side
MOSFET turning on does not pull up the low-side
MOSFET gate through the drain-to-gate capacitance
of the low-side MOSFET, which is the most frequent
cause of cross-conduction problems.

Check power dissipation when using the internal linear
regulator to power the gate drivers. Select MOSFETs
with low gate charge so that VCC can power both dri-
vers without overheating the device.

PDRIVE = VCC x QG_TOTAL x fSW

where QG_TOTAL is the sum of the gate charges of the
two external MOSFETs.
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The gain of the error amplifier (GAINEA) in midband fre-
quencies is:

GAINEA = 2π x fO x C1 x RF

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator gain
and the error amplifier gain at fO is 1.

So:

Solving for CI:

3) Use the second pole (fP2) to cancel fZO when fPO <
fO < fZO < fSW/2. The frequency response of the
loop gain does not flatten out soon after the 0dB
crossover, and maintains a -20dB/decade slope up
to 1/2 of the switching frequency. This is likely to
occur if the output capacitor is a low-ESR tantalum.
Set fP2 = fZO.

When using a ceramic capacitor, the capacitor ESR
zero fZO is likely to be located even above 1/2 the
switching frequency, fPO < fO < fSW/2 < fZO. In this
case, place the frequency of the second pole (fP2) high
enough to not significantly erode the phase margin at
the crossover frequency. For example, set fP2 at 5 x fO
so that the contribution to phase loss at the crossover
frequency fO is only about 11°:

fP2 = 5 x fPO

Once fP2 is known, calculate RI:

4) Place the second zero (fZ2) at 0.2 x fO or at fPO,
whichever is lower, and calculate R1 using the fol-
lowing equation:

5) Place the third pole (fP3) at 1/2 the switching fre-
quency and calculate CCF:

6) Calculate R2 as:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX15026 step-down controller drives two external
logic-level n-channel MOSFETs. The key selection
parameters to choose these MOSFETs include:

• On-Resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum Drain-to-Source Voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum Threshold Voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total Gate Charge (QG)

• Reverse Transfer Capacitance (CRSS)

• Power Dissipation

The two n-channel MOSFETs must be a logic-level type
with guaranteed on-resistance specifications at VGS =
4.5V. For maximum efficiency, choose a high-side
MOSFET that has conduction losses equal to the
switching losses at the typical input voltage. Ensure
that the conduction losses at minimum input voltage do
not exceed the MOSFET package thermal limits, or vio-
late the overall thermal budget. Also, ensure that the
conduction losses plus switching losses at the maxi-
mum input voltage do not exceed package ratings or
violate the overall thermal budget. Ensure that the DL
gate driver can drive the low-side MOSFET. In particu-
lar, check that the dv/dt caused by the high-side
MOSFET turning on does not pull up the low-side
MOSFET gate through the drain-to-gate capacitance
of the low-side MOSFET, which is the most frequent
cause of cross-conduction problems.

Check power dissipation when using the internal linear
regulator to power the gate drivers. Select MOSFETs
with low gate charge so that VCC can power both dri-
vers without overheating the device.

PDRIVE = VCC x QG_TOTAL x fSW

where QG_TOTAL is the sum of the gate charges of the
two external MOSFETs.
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和JESD51-7)，对于多层电路板的14引脚TDFN封装，其
θJA为24.4°C/W。如果实际工作条件与JEDEC标准规定的
条件相差较大，则需要直接测量外壳温度(TC)估算结温。
然后，可通过下式计算结温：

TJ = TC + (PT x θJC)

对于14引脚的TDFN封装，可选择8.7°C/W作为其θJC热阻。
外壳到环境的热阻(θCA)取决于热量在PCB到环境散热条
件。因此，将TDFN封装的裸焊盘焊接到较大面积的覆铜
区域有助于通过电路板散热，从而使外壳到环境的热阻最
小。可使用面积较大的覆铜区域来保持较低的PCB温度。

PCB布局指南
将所有功率元件放置在电路板顶层，功率级的电流仅通过
顶层引线或覆铜区域。将电路板顶层的接GND走线布成星
型，以降低信号通道上的电压降。

电源线和负载线应保持尽可能短，尤其是接地端。这对
实现高效率、无抖动工作至关重要。采用较厚的覆铜
PCB (2oz或更高)有助于提高效率。

将MAX15026靠近同步整流器MOSFET放置，最好是在
背面上，并确保LX、GND、DH和DL引线短且宽。使用多
个小过孔连接顶层和底层之间的信号线。采用内部干净的
覆铜层来保护底层上的模拟元件不受顶层上的功率元件影
响。

按照以下方法连接MAX15026的接地：在器件附近构建一
个较小的模拟地平面。将该层接到GND，并将其作为VIN

旁路电容、补偿元件、反馈分压电路、VCC电容、RT电阻
以及LIM电阻的接地连接端。

LX和GND采用Kelvin检测连接至同步整流器MOSFET进行
限流，以便确保限流精度。

高速开关节点(BST、LX、DH和DL)的引线应远离敏感的模
拟区域(RT、COMP、LIM和FB)。将所有以GND为参考的
元件和反馈元件靠近器件放置，确保FB和补偿网络的布线
区域尽可能小，以防止引入噪声。

自举电容
MAX15026采用自举电路生成导通高边MOSFET所需的
栅-源电压。选定n沟道高边MOSFET后，可根据下式确定
适当的自举电容(典型应用电路中的CBST)：

其中，QG为高边MOSFET的总栅极电荷，ΔVBST为高边
MOSFET驱动器导通之后所允许的电压变化。决定CBST

时，选择适当的ΔVBST (例如，ΔVBST = 100mV至300mV)，
使栅极驱动电压不会明显下降。该自举飞电容应选择低
ESR陶瓷电容，推荐的最小电容值为100nF。

功耗
器件的最大功耗取决于从管芯到周围环境的热阻以及环境
温度，而热阻取决于器件的封装、PCB覆铜面积、其它热
源及空气流通条件。

封装需要耗散的功率(PT)取决于电源配置(请参考典型应用
电路)，此功率可通过下式计算：

PT = (VIN - VCC) x ILDO + VDRV x IDRV + VCC x IIN

其中，ILDO为内部稳压器电流；IDRV为DRV驱动器上消耗
的电源电流；IIN为MAX15026的电源电流，不包括IDRV。
参见典型工作特性。例如，图5中的典型应用电路，ILDO = 
IDRV + IIN，且VDRV = VCC，所以PT = VIN x (IDRV + IIN)。

利用下式估算管芯温度上升情况：

TJ = TA + (PT x θJA)

其中，VIN和VCC为各自引脚的电压，IIN为内部LDO输入
电流(图7和图8中，IIN实际为零)，IVCC是工作在5V时(IN = 
VCC)，内部电路和驱动器消耗的电流，内部稳压器不工作。
请参考典型工作特性中关于不同负载电容下，IIN和IVCC电
流损耗与工作频率的典型关系曲线。

利用下式估算管芯温度上升情况：

TJ = TA + (PT x θJA)

其中，θJA为封装的结到环境的热阻，PT为器件需要耗散的
功率，TA为环境温度。根据相应的JEDEC标准(JESD51-5
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The MAX15026 uses a bootstrap circuit to generate the
necessary gate-to-source voltage to turn on the high-
side MOSFET. The selected n-channel high-side 
MOSFET determines the appropriate boost capaci-
tance value (CBST in the Typical Application Circuits)
according to the following equation:

where QG is the total gate charge of the high-side
MOSFET and ∆VBST is the voltage variation allowed on
the high-side MOSFET driver after turn-on. Choose
∆VBST so the available gate-drive voltage is not signifi-
cantly degraded (e.g. ∆VBST = 100mV to 300mV) when
determining CBST. Use a low-ESR ceramic capacitor as
the boost flying capacitor with a minimum value of
100nF.

Power Dissipation
The maximum power dissipation of the device depends
on the thermal resistance from the die to the ambient
environment and the ambient temperature. The thermal
resistance depends on the device package, PCB cop-
per area, other thermal mass, and airflow.

The power dissipated into the package (PT) depends
on the supply configuration (see the Typical Application
Circuits). Use the following equation to calculate power
dissipation:

PT = (VIN - VCC) x ILDO + VDRV x IDRV + VCC x IIN
where ILDO is the current supplied by the internal regu-
lator, IDRV is the supply current consumed by the dri-
vers at DRV, and IIN is the supply current of the
MAX15026 without the contribution of the IDRV, as given
in the Typical Operating Characteristics. For example, in
the application circuit of Figure 5, ILDO = IDRV + IIN and
VDRV = VCC so that PT = VIN x (IDRV + IIN).

Use the following equation to estimate the temperature
rise of the die:

TJ = TA + (PT x θJA)

where θJA is the junction-to-ambient thermal imped-
ance of the package, PT is power dissipated in the
device, and TA is the ambient temperature. The θJA is
24.4°C/W for 14-pin TDFN package on multilayer
boards, with the conditions specified by the respective
JEDEC standards (JESD51-5, JESD51-7). An accurate

estimation of the junction temperature requires a direct
measurement of the case temperature (TC) when actual
operating conditions significantly deviate from those
described in the JEDEC standards. The junction tem-
perature is then:

TJ = TC + (PT x θJC)

Use 8.7°C/W as θJC thermal impedance for the 14-pin
TDFN package. The case-to-ambient thermal imped-
ance (θCA) is dependent on how well the heat is trans-
ferred from the PCB to the ambient. Solder the exposed
pad of the TDFN package to a large copper area to
spread heat through the board surface, minimizing the
case-to-ambient thermal impedance. Use large copper
areas to keep the PCB temperature low.

PCB Layout Guidelines
Place all power components on the top side of the
board, and run the power stage currents using traces
or copper fills on the top side only. Make a star connec-
tion on the top side of traces to GND to minimize volt-
age drops in signal paths.

Keep the power traces and load connections short,
especially at the ground terminals. This practice is
essential for high efficiency and jitter-free operation. Use
thick copper PCBs (2oz or above) to enhance efficiency.

Place the MAX15026 adjacent to the synchronous recti-
fier MOSFET, preferably on the back side, to keep LX,
GND, DH, and DL traces short and wide. Use multiple
small vias to route these signals from the top to the bot-
tom side. Use an internal quiet copper plane to shield
the analog components on the bottom side from the
power components on the top side.

Make the MAX15026 ground connections as follows:
create a small analog ground plane near the device.
Connect this plane to GND and use this plane for the
ground connection for the VIN bypass capacitor, com-
pensation components, feedback dividers, VCC capaci-
tor, RT resistor, and LIM resistor.

Use Kelvin sense connections for LX and GND to the
synchronous rectifier MOSFET for current limiting to
guarantee the current-limit accuracy.

Route high-speed switching nodes (BST, LX, DH, and DL)
away from the sensitive analog areas (RT, COMP, LIM,
and FB). Group all GND-referred and feedback compo-
nents close to the device. Keep the FB and compensation
network as small as possible to prevent noise pickup.

C
Q
VBST

G

BST
=

∆
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Typical Application Circuits

R5
10kΩ

R3
4.02kΩ

R1
11.8kΩ

DH

LX

Q2

L1
1.4µH

BST

DL

ENABLE

PGOOD

VIN

DRV

GND

RT

IN

VCC

PGOOD

LIM

EN

COMP

FB

R7
4.02kΩ

R6
15.4kΩ

R4
27kΩ

R1*

*R1 IS A SMALL-VALUE RESISTOR TO DECOUPLE
  SWITCHING TRANSIENTS CAUSED BY THE 
  MOSFET DRIVER (2.2Ω).

C6
2.2µF

C1
330µF

PANASONIC
EEEFCIE331P

4.5V TO 28V

C10
4.7µF

C7
68pF

C9
0.022µF

C8
68pF

C11
1500pF

C4
470µF

SANYO
4C54701

C5
22µF

C3
0.47µF

Q1 (                       )
     

VOUT

COILCRAFT  
MSS1278-142ML

MAX15026

ON-SEMICONDUCTOR 
NTMFS4835NTIG

(                       )
     

ON-SEMICONDUCTOR 
NTMFS4835NTIG

Single 4.5V to 28V Supply Operation
Figure 5 shows an application circuit for a single 4.5V to 28V power-supply operation.

Figure 5. VIN = 4.5V to 28V

典型应用电路
4.5V至28V单电源工作
图5所示为工作于4.5V至28V单电源的典型应用电路。

图5. VIN = 4.5V至28V
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典型应用电路(续)
4.5V至5.5V单电源工作
图6所示为工作于4.5V至5.5V单电源的典型应用电路。
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Typical Application Circuits (continued)

Single 4.5V to 5.5V Supply Operation
Figure 6 shows an application circuit for a single 4.5V to 5.5V power-supply operation.

Figure 6. VCC = VIN = VDRV = 4.5V to 5.5V

R1

R3

RLIM

DH

LX
L1

BST

DL

ENABLE

PGOOD

VIN

DRV

GND

RT

IN

VCC

PGOOD

LIM

EN

COMP

FB

R2

RT

C1

4.5V TO 5.5V

C4

C3

C2

Q2
CF1

CBST

Q1

VOUT

MAX15026

图6. VCC = VIN = VDRV = 4.5V至5.5V
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Typical Application Circuits (continued)

R1

R3

RLIM

DH

LX
L1

BST

DL

ENABLE

VAUX

4.5V TO 5.5V

PGOOD

VIN
+12V

DRV

GND

RT

IN

VCC

PGOOD

LIM

EN

COMP

FB

R2

RT

C1

C4

C3

C2

Q2
CF1

CBST

Q1

VOUT

MAX15026

Auxiliary 5V Supply Operation
Figure 7 shows an application circuit for a +12V supply to drive the external MOSFETs and an auxiliary +5V supply
to power the device.

Figure 7. Operation with Auxiliary 5V Supply

典型应用电路(续)
辅助5V电源工作
图7所示为+12V电源驱动外部MOSFET以及带有+5V电源为器件供电的典型应用电路。

图7.工作于5V辅助电源
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封装类型 封装编码 外形编号 焊盘布局编号

14 TDFN-EP T1433+2 21-0137 90-0063
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芯片信息
PROCESS: BiCMOS

封装信息
如需最近的封装外形信息和焊盘布局(占位面积)，请查询www.
maximintegrated.com/cn/design/packaging。请注意，封装
编码中的“+”、“#”或“-”仅表示RoHS状态。封装图中可能包含不
同的尾缀字符，但封装图只与封装有关，与RoHS状态无关。

http://pdfserv.maximintegrated.com/package_dwgs/21-0137.PDF
http://pdfserv.maximintegrated.com/land_patterns/90-0063.PDF
http://www.maximintegrated.com/cn
http://www.maximintegrated.com/cn/design/packaging
http://www.maximintegrated.com/cn/design/packaging
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